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Walter Smith Spent a Busy

Subscriptions $3.0o per vear payable In
advance: single copies three cents.
Week—Good Word For
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Rockland Orchestra
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
Few who heard Walter Smith de
In 1882 The Free Press was established
In 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to liver his marvelous cornet solos in
the Tribune. These papers consolidated Saturday night’s concert at Camden
March 17. 1897.
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CAMDEN REGATTA OMITTED

j

Volume 87.................. Number 60

ELDRIDGE STONE ACQUITTED

The Camden Regatta committee cess, and finally deemed omission the Court Orders Verdict of “Not Guilty” After State’s
course.
met Monday at the Y.M.C.A. to dls- wiser
Camden Regatta has consistently
Side Is In—Other Indictment Nol Prossed
Washington, D. C.—Whatever one cuss the feasibility of holding the been successful from all angles and
SPECIAL FOR SUNDAY
may think of Senator Huey Long of
the committee does not wish to de
Louisiana his attacks upon Demo- : ever,t this year. After careful con- part from such a record. The gen
The Port Clyde manslaughter case, the Lowell house on the afternoon of
cratic Leader Robinson have brought sideration the committee voted to eral feeling prevailed that economic
to attention a growing feeling among reccmmend
the commodore and conditions might prevent the entry which has excited so much attention, the tragedy.
Examined by Mr. Hinckley she said
realized the strenuous days he had some Democrats that a change In
directors of the Yacht Club that the of a sufficient number of boats to in particularly in the southern part of
that she stayed awake all night, and
sure proper competition in the vari
been living. Friday Mr. Smith was their Senate leadership would be de
••
—
sirable. This dissatisfaction is not regatta be omitted this year. In ar
the county, came to an abrupt con that at 2 a. m. she heard a truck,
•••
Advice is seldom welcome; and *•■ judge in the New Hampshire State expected to come to a head this ses riving at this conclusion the commit ous classes and to maintain the stand
60-61
ard
that
the
regatta
has
set
for
itself
clusion
Tuesday afternoon when the which she recognized by the sound
-- those who want it the most al- ••• contest and conducted a massed or sion for various reasons.
tee weighed the possibilities of suc in previous years.
— ways like it the least.—Chester- — chestra in the evening concert and
Talk of a successor to Senator
Jury returned a directed verdict to as the one owned by Forrest Morris,
••• field.
•••
••• played solos, this program being Robinson is tentative; a number of fed;ral-aid fund on the first of May
the effect that Eldridge Stone was not stop near the church. She heard no
names are being mentioned. They
It, *•■*•■■•* *•* ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
ON CIVIC AFFAIRS
broadcast. Following that concert include Walsh of Montana, assistant represented money for new road
outcry. Witness had known Stone
guilty of the slaying of Willie Davis.
he came to Portland where after a leader, whose age might count projects, thc required amounts for
30 years. His reputation as a peace
GROOMING OWEN YOUNG
brief nap he was met by Clarence A. against him; Walsh of Massachu- the highway under construction and The Forty Club Gets Val 11-year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. able citizen was very good.
EVERY SAT. NIGHT
The latest hope of some anti- Fish at 6 a. m. Saturday and brought I setts, Harrison of Mississippi, Glass of approved for construction having
uable Ideas From a Public Carlos Davis.
Dr. A. G. Long, recalled to the
AT
Roosevelt Democrats is Owen D. to Camden, arriving there to act as Virginia. Sheppard of Texas. Swan been already deducted.
It was a day of complete triumph stand, testified that the Davis boys
•
*
•
•
one
of
the
judges
in
the
band
and
son of Virginia, and Bulkley of Ohio
Young who ls being talked up in vari
Accountant
for the respondent, as Attorney Gen brain was normal, and that his un
Community Hall
To the Boothbay Harbor fish cul
Long’s bitter attacks upon the con
ous sections. In the Middle West orchestra contests. He stayed on
some influential Democrats have been the job from 9 a. m. to 8.15 p. m. servatism and conservative interests tural station of the Bureau of Fish
Spruce Head
The Forty Club at its Monday ses eral Clement F. Robinson immedi consciousness had probably been of
informed of a movement to make him with a brief luncheon period at noon of Robinson bring renewed attention eries goes the prize for “individual sion received enlightenment on ately moved for his discharge, and short duration. Digestion meantime
the candidate of the Smith-Raskob and no supper other than a small to the conservative Democratic lead- accomplishment of special note,” municipal affairs, particularly affect County Attorney Ensign Otis nol
Smalley’s Orchestra
would have continued, but not at
group which is determined to block repast of sandwiches and coffee I ership In both branches of Congress says the Bureau in a report on ing accounting and city management.
MEN 35c. LADIES 15c
Roosevelt. In New York the leading brought in to him. He played foui j Speaker Garner of the House is a activities pertaining to the collec Mr. Graffam, a certified public ac prossed a second indictment which the same rate. In the opinion of tha
Dancing starts 8 o’clocok Standard
newspapers have printed reports of solos in the evening program after i conservative. It is also being pointed tion of species during the past fiscal countant, who rates high In that vo charged Stone with threatening the witness the boy was not alive at mid
57-Th-tf
activity for Young among the Smith which he had to drive to Boston to out, whether the fact has any sig year. It was the record collection cation was the speaker. He said in family of Fred S. Seavey.
night.
take part in the Jenney concert pro nificance or not, that some of his of over 2,500,000,000 winter flounder part:
group.
The Port Clyde man who had been
Mrs. Christie Thompson testified
gram Sunday evening.
chief cronies are in the Republican eggs at the Boothbay Harbor sta- ! 1. Elect to the office of city audi
• • • *
tion.
party.
tor the resident of Rockland who is sitting quietly in the prisoner's dock to seeing Willie Davis between 4 and
The Rockland High School Or
A number of Democrats feel—and
Supt. Dorr says :
best qualified to serve by reason of throughout the trial, his wan fea 4.30 on the day of his death, on the
chestra, A. R. Marsh directing, they include some House members
“A new record for the collection of j technical education and practical ex tures reflecting a long period of
cold storage road. She corroborated
winter
flounder
eggs
was
made
dur!
played remarkably well in the con from New England—that their party
ROCKLAND, ME. TO BOSTON
perience.
South Thomaston
test, and was ranked sixth. Mr. would have a better chance, would ing the fiscal year 1931. Eggs of this ] 2. Adopt an arrangement of the physical and mental distress, waved the testimony of previous witnesses
Leaves Boston—Monday, Wednes
Smith told an interested inquirer stand forth more distinctly before species to the number of 2,716,449,000 annual report that will express in his hand to the Court in grateful that Stone's reputation was “very
day, Friday at 4 p. m.; Tuesday,
Grange Hall
that the orchestra “has fine ma the nation, if its congressional lead were taken from 12,572 brood fish, simple terms adequate knowledge of acknowledgment when informed that
Thursday at 2 p. m.; Saturday at
good.”
terial.”
ership was more liberal, and more which were captured in fyke nets in the financial affairs of the city. Or he was at liberty to go free.
noon.
• • • •
• » • *
Friday Evg., May 20
“representative.”
bays and coves within a radius of 12 to use the words of Governor Gardi
Leaves Rockland—Sunday, Tues
• • * •
It was likewise a day of triumph
Josephine Thompson and Pauline
Many interesting persons were
miles of the station.
day, Thursday at midnight; Mon
Supper 5 30 to 7.30
ner, reports that will “Tell some
noted in the audiences, among them
Congressman Partridge last week
“Two boats of the Bureau, the 1 thing.”
for Forrest Morris, whose name had Thompson, young girls who looked
day, Wednesday, Friday at mid
25 CENTS
being
Clinton
W.
Graffam,
head
of
stood
firm
on
the
dry
side
and
was
Pelican
and
launch
22,
were
used
to
[
night.
Dancing 9 to 12.30 Daylight Time
3. Consult a certified public ac l?een frequently drawn into the pro as much alike as two peas in a pod,
the music department of Cressey & not one of the signers of the petition transport them to the station. Each countant with respect to the existing
TeL Rockland 627; Thoma-ston
MEN 35c; LADIES 15c
Allen, and a prominent figure in to bring the Hull-O’Connor bill, tax boat was equipped with tanks to I accounts; the bookkeeping records; ceedings. “The theory that Morris testified to seeing Willie between 4
8021; Boston, Capitol 5113; Canitol
Benefit
of
the
Baseball
Team
the
Portland Municipal Orchestra; ing 2.75 per cent, to a vote in the transport the fish alive to the sta followed by definite recommenda had anything to do with the crime 1 and 4 30 p m. He was at play with
2583; Lafayette 8955.
59-61
60-lt
Charles A. Warren, supervisor of House.
tion, where they were held until the
seems so improbable that I have not the former.
music in the Brunswick schools; ana
“I did not think the petition would eggs were collected. The fry pro tions based upon his survey; and au been influenced by it,” Justice Powers
Merton E. Anthony testified that
Mrs. Frances Settle of Cambridge, accomplish any real good,” he stated, duced—2,471,262—were liberated soon thority to inquire into the financial
declared in summing up the case.
Stone was in his store between 5 and
music specialist for Silver, Burdett “and of course I am dry anyway and after hatching on spawning grounds condition of the city.
Such a program will not cost much
No evidence was presented by the 6 in the afternoon, but on cross ex
want support for our present prohi- In the vicinity of the station.
& Co.
,
Located on Htcon
; bition laws. I am not voting for
“Because of a shortage of spawn money and it will give you a plan defense in the Stone case, and it was amination by Mr. Hinckley admitted
Hili Next to tht
! beer.”
takers and lack of funds for charter around which you can build a struc apparent from the Court’s remarks
Statt Houtt
* * • •
having told others that he might
ing a third boat, the total cod egg ture of lasting value. The whole idea
Maine on the first day of this collections fell far below last year's ts this—constructive accounting serv that none was necessary.
have been mistaken.
• * • •
month had in her federal-aid high record. Adverse weather conditions ice depends just as much upon an
Harry Webber told of the coal hod
original
plan
as
the
erection
of
a
way fund a balance of $421,951 avail - during the last two weeks of the
The Tuesday morning session incident, and quoted Stone as saying
house
or
the
building
of
a
boat.
I able for new road projects. At that season also served to cut down the
Altogether too often, certified pub opened with Richard Reed, a former two days previous to the crime that
time, 706 miles of federal-aid high- total. Ood eggs to the number of
Just a few minutes’ walk to the theatre, financial,
i way had been completed in the Pine 1,083.306,000 were collected and lic accountants are employed to local newspaper correspondent on he would get even with the Davises.
34tf ; Tree State. In addition, 31.4 miles
planted on the natural spawning "make an audit” with no definite the stand. He told of his difficulties
and shopping centers
Merle Davis, who found the body of
! were under construction and 75.5 grounds between April 7 and June understanding of its scope or the use in getting anybody to talk about the
without oath 9t fo up, jtth iath 9j,^o up. Compete Restaurant ana Cafeteria Sertiee
Willie Davis, described the location of
I miles had been approved for im- 19. In conjunction with this work for which it Is designed. Under such
BEACON STREET
I provement.
156,570.000 haddock eggs were also circumstances, it is little wonder that case at Port Clyde, but that Stone it, and general appearance.
FOR
both the client and the accountant was very accommodating. Stone told
The estimated cost of the 31.4 collected and planted.”
BOSTON MASS
Augustus Anderson told of an argu
experience disappointment when the the witness that he had met William
• • • •
I miles under construction was placed
ment
between Stone and Carlos Davis
unplanned
work
is
completed.
at $1,804,346. Of this amount, $789,“It will be an outrage if Congress
In regard to the service of the Davis walking over the shore road at the store, in the course of which
080 will be paid by Uncle Sam and does not adjourn early in June," said
the balance by the state. The esti Congressman Partridge as talk in State auditing department, it is a near the village at 5.30 on the after Stone called the other a liar. Davis
GERANIUMS
TULIPS
mated cost of the 75.5 miles ap creased that this session may not basic rule that the same person can noon of the tragedy. In answer to asked him to repeat the statement.
Orders Taken For
proved
for improvement was listed conclude till August or September, not be the judge and the advisor. So cross examination he said that the but gtone didn>t
WANTED—IMMEDIATELY
as $2,236,243, with $939,451 to be con following a recess for the national it is entirely fitting that the State
WREATHS AND SPRAYS
“Did you know that Stone apolo
tributed by the federal government conventions. “The country would be Auditor should direct the municipal respondent appeared “chipper," an
and the remainder by the state.
better off if this session of Congress accounting but he should not be at swered all questions freely, and did gized two weeks later and that they
MRS. L. G. COPELAND
The $421951 balance in the Maine, qait around the 10th of June as the same time the employee of thc not seem nervous.
made up?” asked Mr. Hinckley.
55 MAIN ST . THOMASTON
originally planned. A long session cities and towns.
Philip Wheeler of Portland who
William Gordon testified that he
Intelligent
inquiry
into
civic
condi

would not be calculated to help busi
Phone 200
investigated the case for the attorney talked with Stone at the latter's
ness much. Congress could adjourn tions when done in a friendly spirit,
60-61
next month just as well as not,” de invariably results in a material benefit general's department in co-operation house after the Davis boy’s death and
FOR CANNING
to the citizens, and the Forty Club of with County Attorney L. R. Campbel!,
clared the congressman.
he had called the Davis family crazy
Rockland
deserves
considerable
THE
WAN-TA TAXI?
testified that Eldridge Stone told him i for thinking there had been foul
A move to stampede the Republi praise for its activity along this line.
PHONE 999 Business; 5I5-J Residence
can National Convention for Calvin , I wish the utmost success for its he left Charles Stone's house about Play«
Any Purpose. Scenic or Historic
5.30 on the afternoon of the alleged
• * • «
Coolidge is under way among New j members.
Points Visited. Reservations Solicited
York business men and others,
crime and did not leave home again
Roomy Car—Chandler 8
There was an air of expectancy
THOMASTON, ME.
SPOKE TO THE LIONS
INSURANCE COMPANY Washington hears. Rumors of this
after arriving there.
Write V. P. HALL
when court reconvened in the after
sort
have
of
course
been
existent
for
Paid to living policy-holders
21 Rockland Street,
Rockland, Me.
Deputy Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick noon, and rumors that the case might
two years. Washington continues to
Louis A. Walker was guest speaker
60-61
LET’S GO! 1932
59-tf
said
that Eldridge Stone told him soon come to a sudden end.
doubt
the
success
of
any
such
move.
at
the
Lions
meeting
yesterday,
dis$156,096,109.08
It must not only overcome a Presi- ; cussing the economic situation from that he was not at the village on the
This belief was verified when
dent’s tremendous power in a na the standpoint of a student in eco- night of June 10, and told the same
It also paid to beneficiaries of
County Attorney Otis announced that
tional
convention
but
It
must
secure,
nomic.affairs.
An
equitable
exchange
15,908 deceased policy-holders
at least if triumphant, the assent of of money or property is constructive, story in the grand jury room later. he had no further witnesses, and At
Calvin
Coolidge.
he said, and all other methods de When asked what he meant by say torney Hinckley moved for a direct
$71,487,826.31
structive. Thc world war was wholly ing that “nobody saw us at the vil
(Latter includes $3,167,697.73
Carleton E. Young of Winterport destructive. The gains and losses in lage” he replied, “Lindy called him ed verdict of not guilty.
of Double Indemnity)
The case was summed up for the
lias been appointed postmaster there, speculation are not real service. Over
the Postoffice Department announces. capitalization was also touched upon self ‘we’ didn’t he?”
State by Attorney General Robinson,
•
•
•
•
The total payments amounted to
Probation Officer Robert A. Web
by the speaker. Turning to the con
The Haven summer postoffice in structive side of the question he not ster repeated Stone's story adding as who occupied but a few moments and
stated the situation very clearly
$227,583,935.39
Hancock County is scheduled to ed that 90 percent of the life insur
open for the season June 1, the Post- ance companies operate on the mu thc latter’s statement that he did not from the angle of the prosecution.
Of which $71,468,972.75 was for
office Department announces.
tual principle. The present eco care what they said about seeing him
The boy died by drowning, after he
Dividends
nomic system is worm eaten through at the village; that "they did not see had been knocked unconscious—a
An
evening
paper
asks,
“
What
is
OFFERS
and through, and unless it is re us."
BUSINESS IN MAINE
purposed killing, Mr. Robinson said.
the Dangerous Age?” Everything vamped we will have a worse one.
• • • •
New business in Maine
seems to point to the fact that it is Henry Foster and David Crockett of
Stone had the opportunity, as he was
during 1931 ........... $4,942,514.00
Mrs. Charles D. Morse described the
from 0 onwards.—Punch.
the Camden-Rockport Club were
seen by witnesses headed toward the
Insurance in force in
visitors and the latter directed the dinner which Willie Davis ate before
Maine as of January
village. The boy was there, and it
music
with
his
wellknown
pep.
Upon
disappearing. While watching for his
1, 1932 ...................... 54,219,599.00
was both probable and possible that
motion
of
C.
Earle
Ludwick
it
was
NOTICE!
return to supper, about 5 p. m. she
voted to observe Mothers' Day annuhis path converged with that of the
Patrons
of
the
Rockland-Thomastonsaw
Eldridge Stone come up by the
„ . _
t
. ally. Ladies night will be observed
respondent. The motive was the ill
<
amden
Bus
Line
are
hereby
notified
next
Wednes
day
night.
church. He wore knickers, and she
A HOME COMPANY AND LOCAL INVESTMENT
AGENT
will between the respondent and the
that the waiting room in the Bicknell
_____________
was positive as to identification. Had
TEL. 1010
Block is no longer available, as lease
family, but the act had more serious
KNOX PROBATE COURT
216 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
known him 50 years.
cannot be renewed.
58-61
LEGAL FOR MAINE SAVINGS BANKS
consequences than the respondent
58*63
On
cross
examination
she
testified
Inventories Filed: Estates Thomas
had in mind. Stone had made an
A. Hunt, Rockland, $16,603.75; Maur that Willie had arranged to sleep in
TAX FREE TO HOLDERS IN MAINE
ice A. Gregory, Rockport, $4075; a tent with his cousin who lives on alibi, but three eye-witnesses exceed
Daniel C. Dearborn, Union, $2631.52;
ingly friendly to him, saw him in the
FREE FROM NORMAL FEDERAL INCOME TAX
Dora Payson Starrett, Warren, thc Marshall’s Point road, that night. village. Admitting that the evidence
There was nothing to obstruct the
$350.14.
view of the pond from her house.
(Continued on Page Eight)
Par Value $100. Dividends payable quarterly, February, May,
ICE! ICE!! ICE!!!
Witness first became alarmed
August and November 1st. Callable as a whole or in part at $105 a
Havener’s Ice Co. has ft for sale; about the missing boy when he had YOUR FAVORITE POEM
share.
phone 792 and we will serve you the not returned at 7 o'clock. About
best refrigerant. Why? Because it 2 a. m. she heard a truck stop near
If I hart to live my life again T would
washes the air In your refrigerator thc church and identified it as the have made a rule to read some poetry
The Public Utilities Commission of Maine under order dated
and
listen to some music at least once
until it is pure and is able to keep the
a week The loss of these tastes ls a loss
May 2, 1932, has authorized proceeds of the sale of this issue to be
foods, etc. at the right temperature wooden bodied car owned by Forrest of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
Morris. It stopped in front of the
used for the purpose of:
TIIE PORT O’ HEART’S DESIRE
church 3 to 5 minutes and then came
Down around the Quay they He. the
Sailing
from
Rockland,
Saturday,
May
28
(a) Paying its notes payable, proceeds from which were used
down by the house.
ships that sail to sea.
the brown-checked sailormen
Stone’s general reputation was On shore
for the construction of additions, extensions, improvements and better
they pass the |p<t with me.
Return sailing, Monday, May 30. or
But
soon
their
ships will sail away with
good, she testified.
ments of its plant; and of ’
winds that never tire.
On re-direct examination Mrs And there's one that will be sailing to
Tuesday, May 31
the Port o’ Heart’s Desire.
(b) Reimbursing its treasury for moneys expended in the
Morse told of missing a coal hod and
The
Port
o’ Heart's Desire, and it’s, oh,
charging Stone with having it.
acquisition of property and for the construction, extension and improve
Round Trip to Boston,
that port for me,
And
that
’
s
the ship that I love best of
"Were
people
still
searching
for
ment of its facilities, and which actually were expended from income or
all that sail the sea:
Willie
Davis
at
the
time
of
the
truck
Its
hold
ls
filled
with memories, its prow
Staterooms as low as $1.50
from other moneys in the treasury of the corporation not secured by or
it points away
incident?” asked the Court.
To
the
Port
o'
Heart's Desire, where I
obtained from the issue of stocks, bonds, notes or other evidences of
roamed a boy at play.
"No, nobody was searching at that
Enjoy
a
romantic
coastwise
sail
to
Boston.
A
pleas

indebtedness of the corporation.
time."
Ships that sail for gold there bc. and
ant voyage on a comfortable ship . . . excellent
ships that sail for fame.
Mrs. Carlos Davis, mother of the And some
were filled with Jewels bright
and moisture passing all dust of murdered boy, told of seeing Stone
when from Cathay they came.
This stock, issued under the approval of the Public Utilities
meals . . . courteous, attentive service ... an ideal
But give me still von white sail in the
lint down the soil pipe where they
’s mystic fire.
Commission is offered to investors at a price of $98.00 per share and
holiday week-end.
belong. You won’t have to defrost it go up the street past the village inn That sunset
the running tides will carry to the
at 5 o’clock the afternoon of his
accrued interest, yielding a little more than 6% per annum.
either.
Port o’ Heart’s Desire
You can keep your Ice Refrigerator death. She did not close her eyes all
may have the gold and fame,
s.s. “CAMDEN"-s.s. “BELFAST" in service
anywhere too and know that the air night and heard the truck, described It’s you
and all the jewels, too.
Subscriptions for this stock will be received at the office of the
inside will be O. K. if well iced.
And all the ships, if they were mine. I’d
Sail from Rockland Wharf, at 8:30 p m. Return
gladly give to you.
Don’t be misled by chemical re by others, at 2 o'clock.
Company, 5 Lindsey street, Rockland, Maine
I’d give them all right gladly, with their
ing leave Boston 5 30 p m., Due Rockland
frigerator
salesmen
telling
you
that
At
this
point
in
her
testimony
Mrs
gold and fame entire.
early next morning. Daylight Saving Time.
theirs is the cheapest because it is Davis was observed to waver, and, K y°u would set me down within the
Port o' Heart's Desire.
; not. "Ice is cheapest and best."
Ice is, and always will be, the re would have fallen In a faint if offi Oh, speed you. white-winged ship of
mine. oh. speed you to the sea.
frigerant of the masses. The ice in cials had not given support. She was
stel
essh
Some other day. some other tide, coma
dustry does more than 95% of the revived in the attorneys' room.
bach again for me:
refrigerating business of the nation.
back with all the memories, tha
Mrs. Lillian Coffin, who resides at Come Joys
Far nimmuau apply Rockland Wharf
and e'en the pain.
Ice is a State of Maine business and
And
take
me to the golden hills of boy
the
Village
Inn,
testified
that
she
saw
. the money comes back to you.
hood once again.
Stone walking on the sidewalk near
60-62
—John S McGroarty.
SOUTH HOPE, ME.

LOBSTER DINNER
$1.00

DANCE

Pine Tree Transfer

SUPPER & DANCE

I

BCM CIGARS

Hotel Bellevue

MEMORIAL DAY

DANDELION GREENS

In The Year 1931

BLACK & GAY CANNERS,, Inc.

NEWYORKLIFE

The

Camden and Rockland Water Co.
600 Shares Six Per Cent
Cumulative Preferred Stock

Elizabeth C. Knowlton

Memorial Day
Week-End

EXCURSIONS

to

BOSTON

$6.85

Camden and Rockland Water Company

EASTERN

«

"’

age Two

The Courier-Gazette

TALK OF THE TOWN

TIIREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Rockland. Me., May 19. 1932.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle,
May 19—Founder’s Day supper of BapWho on oath declares that he ls Press , tlst Men's League.
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
May 19-20 — Thomaston — "Corporal
and that of the issue of this paper of j Eagen" at Watts hall, auspices Episcopal
May 17, 1932, there was printed a total of choir.
6110 copies.
W. H. BUTLER.
May 20 — Rockport — Operetta. "The
Snow Queen.” presented by grade pupils.
May 21—Junior music clubs of Eastern
For I the Lord thy God will hold
hold field day at R. H. 8. audi
thy right hand, saying unto thee, Maine
torium.
Fear not; I will help thee.—Isaiah
May 23—W. C. T. U. county conven
tion at Camden Baptist Church.
41:13.
May 26—Operetta "Cinderella." pre
sented by Universalist Church School at
R H S. auditorium.
WIIAT ABOUT BOYS’ WEEK?
May 27—Rockport—Dramatic Club pre
sents "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
Two communications received at Patch."
May 27—Annual meeting of the Rotary
the editorial desk so aptly deal with Club.
May 28—Poppy Day.
the Boys’ Week activities of last Fri
May 30—Memorial Day.
day that they are adopted by way of
June 3—Rockport schools close.
June 3—Waldoboro High School gradu
support to views, which in the con ation.
June 10—Rockland schools close.
nection this paper entertains and had
June 10-13—Bates College commencepurposed setting forth in some detai’, ment
_ _
,
j
June 10-13—Colby College 111th com
Dr. Tweedies friendly and admirable mencement.
June 13-16—Grand Army and allied
presentation of the subject will bodies
hold Encampment Week at Rockrecommend itself to the great body •and.
June 17—Camden High School gradua
of citizens who have at heart ihe tion at the Bok amphitheatre.
June 20—Primary election.
associated interest of the schools and
Aug. 2—Annual convention of Threethe youth for whose proper upbring Quarter Century Club In Skowhegan.
Aug. 20—Annual muster of Maine
ing the schools are maintained.
State Hand Engine League in Skowhe
gan.
• * * *

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Just who is responsible for the
"Boys' Week" celebration or observ
ance. It appears that the school authorities were asked to conduct the
elections as a part of the work
•- of,
the civics classes, but had nothing to
do with the rest of it. A number of
people have expressed the opinion
that the practice of having school
boys run the city for a day should be
discontinued, unless there is some
adequate supervision of their activi
ties.
A Bystander

.Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, May 19, 1932

WEATHER

Fair weather was enjoyed each
day of the long court session and
though this term is now of the past,
still the weather man's sunny smile
called an adjournment. Yes.
terday was much cooler than the
day preceding, only 58 at noon.
This morning is also cool, 52 at 8
o'clock, wind northeast. The fore
cast gives fair and warmer prospects
for tomorrow.
BUSINESS MEN'S MEETING

• ♦ • •

2 for 1 SALE

j At The High School
Ruth Whittemore

Regular .25 Paper; 2 Rolls for.. .. .. .. .. .. 25
Regular .30 Paper; 2 Rolls for.. .. .. .. .. .. 30
Regular .50 Paper; 2 Rolls for.. .. .. .. .. .. 50
Regular .60 Paper; 2 Rolls for.. .. .. .. .. . 60
Regular1.00 Paper; 2 Rolls for .... 1.00
Bands and Borders to Match—at

C. M. BLAKE’S WALL PAPER STORE
NORTHEND, ROCKLAND, ME.

59-60
Mrs. Margaret Chillis who has been
PARK THEATRE
at the .Thorndike Hotel while serving
on jury duty has returned to Vinal
"The Range Feud,” new Buck
haven.
Jones' attraction, will be shown Fri
day and Saturday. It has the pro
Bert Kenniston. a former resident
of Rockland, died recently at his duction value of a dramatic feature—
home in Cambridge, Mass. Tlie a strong plot with dramatic situations
burial was in Dover-Foxcroft.
well handled by an exceptionally good
cast, an appealing love story, beau
Reservations for the banquet a# tiful photography and of course
The Thorndike grill Saturday at 12.15 thrills . . . thrills . . . and then more
in connection with the district meet thrills! Tense scenes mark this story
ing of junior music clubs of the State
Federation must be made not later of the sheriff who doesn’t let friend
than Friday noon, to be arranged ship interfere with his duty. Excit
with Mrs. R. C. Wentworth, telephone ing moments galore as charging rid
ers guide their horses through the
1118.
rugged country to take from jail an
innocent youth convicted of murder
Members of the Harmonica Band . . . and the wild ride of the wound
are to meet for rehearsal this aft ed sheriff as he races after them to
ernoon at 3.30 at the McLain build save the bov from lynching at the
ing. The Band is to gather Saturday hands of the mob!—adv.
at 10.45 a. m. promptly at the Mc
Lain building to attend the district
COLD FEET IN ICELAND
meet at the High School auditorium
in a body.
Iceland seems likely soon to abolisn
prohibition. The parliamentary com
The Federals won four points in mission is preparing a bill legalizing
last night's match with the Centrals,
the score being 1481 to 1422. All the sale of strong drinks within hours
bowlers who have rolled during the to be fixed ‘by the various local ad
Knox County League season at the ministrations-. Prohibition was de
Recreation alleys are requested to creed in Iceland, under Danish rule,
meet at the Recreation alleys tonight in 1913. In 1915 the parliament
at 8 o'clock. Important business is passed its own prohibition law.
to be transacted and the presence of
SPEAKING OF SUNSHINE
a majority of the members is desired.

Ednah Howard is playing the office
typewriter this week.
V * • *

Rockland is very proud of the suc
cess of the Junior High School Glee
Club at Camden last Friday. As the
old motto says: “Toil brings its re
ward.”
• • • •
Not quite satisfied with the way
the boys "ran" the city Friday, the
girls are justly asking, “When, if
ever, is Girls’ Day?"
• * ♦ •

Tests were given Monday in the
University of Maine • scholastic con
tests. The two pupils having the
best standing in each subject will
compete in the finals which are to
be held here May 28.
» ♦ * •

tral circle of stones but two others
surrounding it and beyond t he
rounded tomb mounds an outer
circle of woods known as the Woodhenge. She made more vivid the im
pressions of size of some of the
buildings by measuring the distance |
that they would extend from where
she stood. The hall of Warwick
castle, for example, would reach to
Mr. Chisholm's house on Grove
street, Glastonbury Cathedral to
Union street, and so on. Altogether
an impressive account of one small
part of her sightseeing trip of last
summer.
Esther Chapman acted as chair
man and at the clo..e of assembly
read a letter of thanks from Virginia
Post for letters and other remem
brances sent her during her illness.
• • * «
Evelyn
Segal,
Mary Haskell,
Walter Barstow, Gertrude Simmons
and Helen Pietroski go to Portland 1
Saturday to represent Rockland in
the State typewriting and shorthand
contest.

Ruth Dondis represented the
In an effort to fill the gap in
school in the University of Maine statistics on steam vessels built in the
prize speaking contest last Friday.
United States since the construction
• * » •
of the 78 ton Clermont in 1807 to the
Not the slightest regret is being launching of the 30,000-ton Manhatfelt by the commercial students that j tan, Dec. 5, 1931, the Bureau of
commercial subjects were not includ Navigation has compiled a record of
steam vessels constructed in the per
ed in the State tests!
• * • •
iod from 1807 to 1856. This informa
Ice cream is selling like “hot tion is in a publication by Deputy
cakes” at recess time to defray ex Commissioner William M. Lytle, of
penses of five contestants at the the Bureau.
According to Mr. Lytle, it has been
State typewriting and shorthand
| extremely difficult for historians and
contest in Portland Saturday.
» « * •
other interested persons to secure ac
information
on
early
At the faculty meeting the topic curate
for discussion was “Guidance of American steam vessels. Records
Pupils in the Choice of Courses for were mislaid and destroyed in fires.
He collected data for this publica
Next Year.” Mr. Durrell was chair
tion by checking with all available
man.
• • • •
sources, including newspaper files.
Target practice every dav in the This is the first time a virtually com
typewriting room. Not with rifles, plete record has been made of the
of course but with speed on the type steam vessels from which grew the
writer. Everyone is trying to hit the American Merchant Marine of to
bull's eye; the best shooters are day.
There is still one important gap to
Walter Barstow. Gertrude Simmons.
Ruth Dondis and Helen Pietroski. be filled in the statistics on steam
This week a silver pin was awarded vessels. This is in the years from 1856
to Eva Dow; bronze pins to Thelma to 1868. a period in which steam
Day, Virginia Connon and Evelyn navigation in Maine waters, especial
Haskell; Constance Miller's name ly on the Penobscot river, made great
has been added to the roll of honor. advances, bringing out such famous
• » » »
craft as the Daniel Webster, MemneAt last 200 shrubs have been or tnon Sanford, Katahdin and Cam
dered for the longed for hedge in bridge.
front of the High School building.
The first systematic and efficient
Only those who have followed the method of recording construction and
fortunes of this public spirited disposition of steamships throughout
project for the.past two years know the United States was undertaken in
the satisfaction back of that state 1868. At that time the first list 3f
ment. The minstrel show and a re merchant vessels was printed show
cent rummage sale turned defeat ing the name, rig, official number,
into victory and now it is hoped the tonnage and home port of each vessel.
barberry bushes will turn barrenness In 1884, when the Bureau of Naviga
tion was organized as such, the place
to beauty.
• « • •
of building was added, and in the
The last meeting of the year for following year the dimensions of the
the Spanish Club will take place craft were requested. The latest im
Friday after school. A hike to some portant additional information is thc
point of interest is a part of the name of the owner and his address.
program.
The records of the early steam ves
e • • •
sels built m the United States show
The four seventh grade domestic the Clermont of 78 gross tons was
science classes are serving “break constructed in 1807, the onty steam
fast" to each teacher and one other vessel of that year. In 1808, the
, guest. Two pupils take the parts of Clermont was rebuilt and increased
i host and hostess and two more are in size to 182 tons. Two vessels. Car
“children.”
Table manners and of Neptune, of 285 tons and the Rari
general deportment form a part of tan, of 163 tons, were constructed the
i the lesson as well as the preparing following year.
,
of food.
• * * •
Judge Powers of Fort Fairfield who
is here to preside at the present ses
sion of court was the .speaker at the
Parent-Teacher Meeting Monday
evening . Although not himself a
school man hij address was full of
food for thought for all those in
terested in young people. The musi
cal program which opened the ses
sion was of high quality, selections
by the high school glee club directed
by Mrs. Rogers and music by the
Junior High Orchestra under the
leadership of Miss Hagar. Ruth
Dondis played Mendelssohn's beauti
RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND
ful “Capricioso” with a skill and
charm that won enthusiastic ap
plause.

$4.95

$2.50, $2,98

$1.98, $2.50, $2.98

R. E. NUTT

v j

59-60

' Wife and Children, Sister and Erothers

The Hats Of Youthful Smartness Are Hand-Made

A typing song written by Eva Syl- [
STEAMBOAT HISTORY
vester to the tune of "Maine Stein
Song" is being sung by the typewrit- An Important Gap Remains To Be
ing classes.
Filled—Relates To the Penobscot

The merchants’ committee of the
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Is the day chosen by the City of Chamber of Commerce has called
Rockland on which the duties of the a meeting of the business men of the
city government shall be carried on city, to be held at the rooms in
by the students of the High School—
a day sponsored for a burlesque per Central Maine block, to consider the
formance, fraught with danger to the questions connected with highway
general public, by the too careless No. 1 as affecting the town of Wal
handling of the city autos and fire doboro. The meeting will be at 9.30
trucks—or is it a day set apart for
the purpose of carefully instructing o’clock a. m. Friday, May 20.
our young people in the best known
Wednesday May 25 is the date set
and proper way of carrying on our
for Lions Ladies' night.
city work?
If the former, it is not only a day
The school board meeting has been
lost to the students, but one of dan
ger to the public, a day in which re postponed to Monday, May 23.
Maine had 317 days of sunshine in
Warden Thurston of the State
spect for government is entirely lost
1931
according to a record kept by a
Tonight's Men’s League meeting Prison received a call this week from
sight of, and one in which the evils
that lead to communism may before closes the season—strawberry supper, State officials, including John Healey, member of the Sunshine Club of
long play a part.
, Election of officers and Rev. Mr. Day superintendent of buildings: and a Biddeford. The record shows there
crop specialist; both of whom ex were only 48 days out of the 12
Why not make this a day of real J as speaker.
pressed much pleasure at the condi- months in which the sun failed to
benefit to our young people? Let
-------them know the seriousness of law and
Officials of Winslow-Holbrook Post tions they found.—The latest prison show his face—Kennebec Journal
order, that there is a dignity that is ask this paper to state it has no con- registration shows 280 inmates. Con
That's nothing; Deer Isle has Sun
inherent in good government, a . nectioi with the May 26 sparring ex- Crete blocks are being made for a shine 366 days this year.
new piggery on the jJrison farm in
loyalty to city interests, a respect for 1 hibition in Empire Theatre,
South Warren. . Fifty porkers will be
life and limb, a duty to every citizen,
A West side politician got his first
an especial care for outside persons
Miss Katherine Veazie is sub quartered there.
dinner coat, recently, in time for a
coming into our city, who may not stituting at the Junior High School
be conversant with our traffic rules, for Miss Ida Hughes, who was called
Tlie burial service for Mrs. Adela dressy function to which he was in
an ever watchful attitude that at yesterday to Union by the death of S Hills, who died in Fall River, Mass. vited. He had a little trouble tying
taches to the police force for the pro- her father,
May 10, was held at Achorn cemetery his tie, so he dropped in at the
tection of life and property, a whole
Tuesday afternoon. Rev. Walter S. corner speak-easy and asked the
A frame buU
which is
the congregational Church “od at'X a'bow' 'USt°merS
some pride that our city shall excel
°‘C™ erected next west of the City Build- officiating, in the presence of a con*.at tying a bow.tie
in its municipal
affairs, and be looked upon by our ing wiu serye
a city store under siderable' group of relatives and oldba^kS with"!
“‘re
ba k p lth a a
neignbor cities as one to pattern by. tbe ,jirection of Miss Corbett and as time friends. The beauty of the day
A list of the different departments j a shelter for Battery E's big gun.
and the surroundings lent impressive- i L
.
The Politician approached the
of the city, with their officers, and
* ^e ^oxSO
ness to the occasion. pres-.n- from
the duties of each, should be in the
_____
out of town were Mr. and Mrs. Jet- somber-looking gentleman desig
hands of each student, several days
oresident of the Person Borden, Jr., and Jefferson nated.
"Would you mind tying this for
before the day on which they take
. Exxy Perr^preMdent of th. Borden 4th from PaU River, Cyrus W.
charge, and it should be the duty of
convenbon ffi Portland Mrs Hills from Cheyenne. Wyo . and Mr. me?" he asked, pulling his tie out of
the teachers of the High School to | ®lale convention in roiuana. Mrs. ,
Fdwird V Reed from Wool- his pocket and slipping it under his
see that those lists are perused and Pe"Y' wh° is bel"» se.nt
a dele‘ Xh
collar.
understood. After this there should ?ate ba®
?nV^ed?°?5 a ?em‘
"Sure," said the man, "but not
-------that _way. You’ll have to lie down.”
be held an orderly election of the ber of the State board of directors.
Considerable interest is being
An explanatory comment came
“city officers,” who in turn shall make
Prof. F. O. Young formerly of Lin shown by boxing fans in the Mav 26 from another bar patron.
their appointments, such appoint
“You see, he's an undertaker,” he
ments being confirmed in the usual colnville. died Sunday in San Fran exhibition at Empire Theatre, under
cisco, a. the age of 80 years. The the management of the new Post of said.—Chicago Union.
manner.
The work that the new board of remains will be brought to Lincoln the Veterans of Foreign Wars. The
City Officials shall then take up ville Saturday and funeral services main bout will bring together Ron
should be supervised by a board of WB1 be held from the old home Sun- ald Sukeforth of Rockland, and Wil
seitNtine
liam (Tuffy) Taylor of Bangor, a
the regular city officers appointed day at 2 p. m.
former Rockland boy who has been
for that purpose. What an oppor-------tunity for our young people to see at
A Bangor item states that the bark going good in Boston the past winter.
first hand how the business of a city Mary J. Sheridan has been at the ! The semi-final bout sees _A1. Wilson,
is carried on. No city in Maine has , Maine Central dock loading a cargo Rockland favorite facing Eddie Mona finer set of young people than those j of 1000 tons of scrap iron for Phil- I ohan of Bangor who has numerous
:hg:
that belong to our High School, and adelphia. The shipment, it is said, victories to his credit. The prelimilt is up to the citizens of Rockland is the first water shipment of scrap naries: Young Hooper of Tenants
HOLDS UP TKI ARCH
• 9 • •
to see that every opportunity is given 1 iron ever made from that port.
-| Harbor vs. Battling Dow of Rockland;
Tommy
Regan
of
Bangor
vs.
The 7-4 class conducted the Junior
these young people to develop into
The following students will repreStanley of Old Town, Clarence
For These Tired Feet
High Assembly Wednesday under the
the highest type of citizen.
sent Rockland High School in the Widdecombe of Rockland vs. Tarzan
H. V. Tweedie
direction of Miss Hughes. Items of
New Summer Models
especial interest on the program were
State shorthand and typewriting con- Jack Carter of Bangor.
the piano solos by Muriel and Mar
test to be held at Deering High School ;------------------THE SCOTIA METHOD
garet Rogers, poems recited by Gor
Saturday: Mary Haskell, Evelyn
BORN
don Thompson and John Blethen; a
Live lobsters will be rushed from Segal, Walter Barstow, Gertrude Sim- HUNT—At Thomaston. May 14. to Mr.
i and Mrs. Lawrence Hunt, a daughter.
song by Muriel McPhee, Mary HavCape Breton to the Boston markets mons and Helen Pietroski.
Edith Mae.
; ener, Shirley Stanley and Margaret
by steamers this season, it is an------I RAN DALI.--At Spruce Head. May 16. to
Rogers.
Two other high lights
nounced by officials of the Glace Bay
Tuesday afternoon, Miss Webster's
Mr. and Mrs. Milledge Randall, a
were the humorous dialogue "The
daughter.
Fishermen's Union.
class, Grade One, Tyler School, held
I Charm." by Vieno Kangas and Helvi
The ships will be operated by a a picnic on the school grounds.
MARRIED
Rivers and a sketch, “Some Differ
Gloucester, Mass. firm. They will Games were played. A neighbor, CONGDON-HASKELL
—At Nashua. N. H
ences of Opinion," by Barbara
collect the lobsters at a number of Mrs. Sabien kindly furnished candy,
Mav 9. Hazen T. Congdon of Lynn.
Rogers, Arline Robbins, Geneva Hill,
Mass and Viola S. Haskell of Jamaica
harbors along the Cape Breton coast antj suckers were much in evidence,
Marion Fernald, Virginia D'Agnos- I
Plain.
and make weekly trips to Boston. As Each child was made happy with a
tino, Charles Dorgan and Winfred
the lobsters are caught they Will be toy balloon.
DIED
Stanley.
brought to port and dumped into j
-------• * • •
NASH—At Nobleboro. May 17. Mahala E
large pounds to await the arrival of ' capt. George W. Snow, the well
Nash, aged 86 years. 2 months. 12 days.
AAA to EE
A
recent
faculty
picnic at Mrs.
Funeral services Thursday at 1 o'clock
the steamer.
known aviator, is now located in
Brown, Elack, Suntan
Spear's cottage. Spruce Head, prostandard time, at the residence. In
The season opens May 16 and fish Havana, Cuba, officiating as pilot on
terment In Nash cemetery.
t vided relaxation and amusement for
ermen are busy now, overhauling the Havana-Santiago line for the
—At Sunset. May II, Ada. wife of
AH the New Ideas in
20 teachers and guests. The com
engines and repairing traps. Reports Pan American Airways, which re COLBY
E. H. Colby, aged 82 years.
mittee of arrangements, Mrs. Jackindicate about fifty boats will fish cently extended its activities when it HART—At Lincolnville. May 17. Mrs.
Gilley Ties, Pumps and
son, Mrs. Hart and Mrs. Spear had
Jane Hart, aged 93 years. Funeral
out of Glace Bay, Port Morien and took over a Cuban company. Capt.
from late home Friday at 2 o'clock.
prepared an excellent chowder sup
Lingan.
Snow is thoroughly acquainted with MURPHY—At Nobleboro. May 18 Nancy
Straps
per with home made pies and cakes. I
the Cuban air routes, and has had a
A. Murphy, formerly of Waldoboro,
After this had been satisfactorily
aged 47 years, 9 months. 5 days. Fu
FOOD FOR GUARDSMEN
remarkably successful career.
disposed of. under the guise of civil .
neral Sunday at 1.30 from her father's
residence. Interment In family lot.
service examinations, some hilari- [
Requests for subsistence bids for
The meeting of the Garden Club STONE -At Rockland. Mav 18. Victoria
ously funny stunts were indulged in. j
supplying the 240th Coast Artillery at scheduled for next Tuesday after(Upham), wife of Fred Stone, aged 68
Mrs. Hart won the contest for cleri
years. 10 months. 19 davs. Funeral
Fort Williams, Portland, have been noon at 3 o’clock promises to be one
cal proficiency in cutting “red tape.” [
Saturday at 2 p. m. at Davis chapel,
sent out by Col. Decker, United 1 of unusual interest. It will take
Thomaston.
Mr. Heal and Mr. Lovejoy qualified ,
States property and disbursing offi- place at the home of Mrs. George B. SNOW—At St. George. May 17. Sarah
, for appointment to the mounted po- j
cer. The bids received will be opened Wood, Talbot avenue, and the speakE Snow, aged 82 years, 7 months.
! lice force. Every entrant was sue- ;
Burial In Morrill.
June 10 and the contract period is er is to be Mrs. Marion Cobb Fuller
ccssful in the secret service exami
from June 29 to'July 16. Requests for of the State Library, Augusta, whose DICKERMAN—At Rockland, May 17,
nation but the candidates for prohi
Mrs. Mary Dlckerman, aged 80 years.
tenders are in two sections, one cov topic will be "Making the Garden
bition enforcement officers fell down
HUGHES—At Union. May 17. John A
ering canned goods and staple food Library.”
Hughes, aged 58 years. 10 months. 10
I so badly on the examination that no
stuffs and the other for meats and
days Funeral Friday at 2 p. m.. day
I appointments could be made. The
light
time.
SPORT SHOES
general provisions.
Proposals lor
Rose-Anne Lodge opens for the
! evening ended with an old fashioned
furnishing 9400 gallons of gasoline, season next Sunday, under the di YOUNG—At San Francisco. Calif.. May
Of
Every
Description
taffy pull.
15. Prof. Fred O. Young, formerly of
for use in connection with the en rection of Mrs. H. C. Robertson, who
♦ ♦ • •
Lincolnville, aged 80 years. Funeral
Sunday at 2 o'clock from the home
campments of the 240th Coast Artil provided such excellent service last
I Called on unexpectedly to fulfill
stead
at
Lincolnville.
lery, the 103rd Infantry at Augusta, season. She will be assisted this
' her promise to speak for another
At Rockland. May 18. Margaret M.
and the 152nd Field Artillery at summer by Mr. and Mrs. Ernest LEO
assembly. Miss Coughlin gave the
wife of Veto Leo. aged 21 years, 5
Brewer, have also been mailed from Verry. The Robertsons have taken
months, 9 davs. Funeral Friday at 9
high school pupils Tuesday morning ,
o'clock from St. Bernard's Church.
Colonel Decker's office.
charge of Hotel Harris in Rumford.
an account of the history that lies |
Mr. Robertson is manager, and Mrs. PERRY—At Rockland. May 17. William
, buried in the ground around Salis
J
Perry,
aged
64
years.
10
months.
5
Robertson will divide her time be
THOMAS LAMONT HOME
bury, England, with now and then
days. Funeral Friday at 2 o'clock from
tween that town and her East Union
Burpee parlors.
a reference to other remains of the
Thomas W. Lamont, of J. P. Mor establishment. Reservations at Rosesame ancient times no farther away
IN
MEMORIAM
gan & Co., was among the passen Anne Lodge will not be necessary
than Warren. She explained the
Tn
memory
of
Herman
L.
Prock
who
gers who arrived at New York Wed Sunday.
three distinct periods represented:
left us May 19. 1931.
nesday on thc North German Lloyd
j The massive blocks at Stonehenge
Inquire about our low-priced burn- ; ^ear aUyear'dago,U h&Ve left US'
liner Europa. Mr. Lamont, who was
i which belong to a time so far back
_
returning
from his annual trip ers. As low as $25.50. Just the thing | ood took you home.
I that no one knows the date, the re
abroad, "refused to make any com- for your cottage. A. C. McLoon <fc We were left in our sorrow
mains of Old/Sarum showing the in
To bear our grief alone.
ment on the financial situation, other Co. New and permanent location
fluence of the Roman invasion and
than to express satisfaction when in- Bicknell Block. Tel. 730.—adv.
The days and weeks have been long,
the medieval churches at Salisbury
dear
SHOE STORE
j built about the time of the Norman
formed that the stock market had
Without
your
love
and
care
436 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Cooked food sale at Crockett's We will never forget your loving smile,
Conquest. Miss Coughlin described
turned slightly up in thc last few
Green Trading Stamps
dear.
the further knowledge of Stonedays. The Lamont family is expect- Baby Store, Saturday, 2 p. m., ausUntil
we
meet
you
again
up
there.
and Gold Bund
ed to spend the summer at North Ha- pices Universalist Mission Circle,
, henge revealed by aeroplane photoven, as usual.

M ALLO RY
STRAWS

i graphs which show not only the cen-

GEE, IM
Lonesome

ouy

a

CAR

A True Picture, Not
A Trick Picture
This photograph from life
[
I

shows the graceful proportions
of our Sailor Straw, hand-made

by Mallory for men who ap

preciate the liner things oi life.
And yet, this hat is surprisingly

low-priced, considering quality.
Very light and comfortable.

$3 and $5
Others for $1.50 and $2.00
Jantzen Swim Suits, $5.00

GREGORY’S
STRAND THEATRE
Facing certain death on a tropical
prison island, his wife dying and his
only daughter thrown penniless on
the streets of Paris, what would a de
voted father do? Victor McLaglen is
faced with this dilemma in "While
Paris Sleeps,” which will be seen
Friday and Saturday.

Helen Mack, Fox Debutante Star,
and William Bakewell are the roman
tic love team in the absorbing draffi
that develops. Their adventures
combating an apache gang who seek
to take advantage of the helpless
girl compose an unforgettable story
of love and sacrifice, told with great
detail and absolute realism in its
Parisian backgrounds—adv.

PERENNIAL

GARDENS
This is a good time to replenish your peren
nial garden We have a variety of Peren
nial Plants that will blossom this summer,
also Rock Garden Plants, Annuals and
Pansies, Pansies, Pansies

Perennials 25c, 2.50 per doz.

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP
371 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND

AND

THE SILSBY GREENHOUSES
f«A».

The car owner is the Life Of
The Party. Buy now, for small
each outlay, a car you’ll be proud
of.

1929 Ford Tudor
1930 Durant Coupe
1928 Essex Sedan
1930 Chevrolet Coupe
1930 Ford Tudor

1927 Dodge Coupe
1930 Chevrolet Truck
1929 Oldsmobile Sedan
1928 Buick Coach
1929 Essex Coach
We Do Our Own
Financing

27 RANKIN ST„ ROCKLAND

253 CAMDEN STREET,

WILLOW STREET MARKET
FRIDAY il SATURDAY SPECIALS
Smoked Shoulders ..............................................
lb
... lb
Native Fowl ......................................................... lb
lb
Frankforts ....................................................... 2
2 lbs
lbs
Nice Bacon....................................................... 22 lbs
lbs
Corned Beef ................................. lb .06 .10
..... lb

RUUD

Instantaneous Automatic

.11
.25
.22
.25
.15
.10

Peerless Flour Bag......................
Pure Lard ..................................

............ 75
. lb .07

P&G Soap 7 Bars ....................

............ 25

Prunes ...........................................
2 lb Jar Peanut Butter ...............

Large Bunch Asparagus .......

FOR SALE

ROCKLAND

3 lko
............ 25

............ 25

New String Beans, Carrots, Beets, Cukes Tomatoes
Celery—Lettuce

GAS HOT WATER

MRS. SABIN’S BEANS, BROWN BREAD AND
ROLLS from 3.30 to 6.00 SATURDAY

HEATER

FREE DELIVERY

Size 4. Style F
Practically New
Can Be Seen At This Office
130-tf

WILLOW STREET MARKET, TEL. 1230
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POLICY
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SHARING

PROFIT

AND

STORE HOURS
8.30 A. M. to 6.00 P. M.
SATURDAY
9.30 P. M.

“DOUBLE STAMPS GIVEN EACH FORENOON DURING THIS SALE”

YOUR RESPONSE TO OUR “PRESIDENT’S ANNIVERSARY SALE” WAS SO GRATIFYING TO US, WE
HAVE DECIDED TO HAVE RETURN ENGAGEMENT (SO TO SPEAK)

Our Store Policy Is, As Always:

S. & H.
GREEN DISCOUNT STAMPS
Given On All Cash Sales and On
Charge Accounts Paid Within
Thirty Days

S. & H.
GREEN DISCOUNT STAMPS
Are
A Part of
Our Store Policy

To Have Quality and Style at All Times—
To Have the Lowest Prices Possible at All Times—

New Assortment—8 Inch

LAMP

SHADES

To Give Satisfaction to Each and
Every One of Our Customers—

75c and $1.00 value
We will not lower our standards in quality, but we believe that lower prices are inevitable, so
we are scouring the markets for dependable merchandise—merchandise that is of the latest style and
Fuller-Cobb-Davis quality.

55c each

DAY BED COVERS

Sales in the wholesale market are not easy to get. However, we found many of our reliable
houses willing to make concessions to us on our orders for this month.

Made From Fine Quality Cretonne
Regular Price $1.50
Attractive Colors

This Saving we are now offering to you; come in and see for yourself how well our buyers
have bought; realize the savings to be had, and you will be just as enthusiastic as we are.

KID GLOVES

WHITE WASH GLOVES—“VELPIG” by Fownes
Self Stitching

$5.00

Full Size

38c each
3 for $1.00

75c set

LACE TRIMMED PANTIES
Rayon Crepe,

BLOOMERS
Rayon Crepe,

DRESSES

POLO COATS
Lined Throughout
Smartly
Tailored

Sizes 14 to 38

Misses’ Sizes. Half Sizes
Women’s Sizes to 48

Lace Trimmed—Peach, Flesh, White
Rayon Crepe
Sizes 34 to 44

WOMEN’S AND MISSES’

LINEN DRESSES

Special Value

i

$2.95

$14.75

MORE!

$1.00

SPECIAL LOW PRICES
80 Square Percales, fast colors, full
pieces; yard,
.12’/2

Sizes 1 4 to 46

MORE !

.50

BIAS CUT SLIPS

Orchid, Pink, Copen, Maize, Brown, White

CLOTH COATS

.50

DANCE SETS—Lace Trimmed
Sizes 32, 34, 36,
1.00

Dainty Chiffons - Printed Silks

Blue and White

ft

Service and Chiffon
All Newest Summer Shades
Regular 1.00 value

Beige, Black with White Stitching

Dainty Colors

'

68c

$1.65

MORE NEW ARRIVALS!

CHINTZ COV’D PILLOWS

.

Specially Purchased

Prime Lamb Skin

Now 95c

Cottage Sets

HOSIERY

MORE !

Lockwood A Sheeting; yard

.07

Pequot or Lady Pepperell Sheets,
size 81 x99,

.95

Bleached Pillow Tubing, 40 and 42
inch; yard
.19

HOUSE DRESSES

Full Size Bates Ripplette Spreads,
each,
.97

68c

Argosy Seamless Bleached

All Sizes

SHEETS

CHILDREN’S SLEEVELESS

Crepe de Chine
Lined, Hand Sewn

Size 72x90

COTTON DRESSES
Special Lot Bleached Turkish Tow
els; each,
.05

Sizes 7 to 14

Featuring
Plain and
Diagonal
Weave

Lynock Bleached Crash, colored
borders; yard,
.09
Pillow Slips, size 42x36; each,

DRESS COATS
Crepe and Diagonal
Weave Materials
Navy and Black—New Blue
Sizes 16 to 44

Special at

Another Lot of Silk Scarfs

A < O F*

FBIIEMCBB DOTH
A *7C.
<pl. A«l ft)
1

New Crepe and Diagonal Materials
Sizes 38 to 50
Including Half Sizes
A Few $25.00 and ^35.00 Coats Specially Priced For Sale

38c

.10

Fancy Mesh Voiles, pastel, tinted,
grounds, white, color fast;yard .25
Cordulay Prints, 36 inch, fast col
.50
or; yard,

I ^.^^1 f

OUR REGULAR $16.50 DRESS COATS
For Women—
Navy Blue, Black, Tans

49 each

DEPARTMENT STORE
MAINE
ROCKLAND,
WE GIVE V.' GREEN STAMPS

Rayon Prints or Crepes, 36 in.; yard .18

Printed Broadcloths and Pongees,
yard,
.18
Jacquard Bordered Huck Towels,

.18

Knit Dish Cloths; each,

-05

Red Star Diaper Cloth, 18 inch,
(10 yards),
.69
ACA Featherproof Ticking; yard,

.16

THOMASTON

Fvery-Other-Day
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In Everybody’s Column ’

WARREN

CAMDEN

Advertisements ln this column not to 1

t

FOR SALE

TO LET

Raymond Trueworthy of Waldo
exceed three llnps inserted once for 251
» w
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
boro will conduct evangelistic services j
lines flve cents each for one time,
DAHLIAS. 15. each dlflcrent ana la
Friday evening at 7.30 daylight time
FIVE ROOM furnished apartment", to
f. tional
10 cents for three times. Six words let. good location, rent reasonable beled. $125; 20 mixed, not labeled. »I.
at the home of Eugene Skinner.
make a line.
Postpaid ln first three zones. MRS. A, L
ROBERT
COLLINS.
375
Main
St.
Tel
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel E. Norwood
77.
___________________________ 5»tf PERRY, Willow Brook Dahlia Gardens
45*65
and Mrs. Ella Lewis visited Mrs.
ABOUT JUNE 1. furnished second &or Hope._______________ ______
NICE LOAM for grading. Delivered
Maude Overlook at Washington Sun- ;
i apartment to let. desirable location,
! three rooms, bath, electric stove, heat, ' anvwhere. Price reasonable. Also truckday.
iishts and water included: adults onlv. Ing. F. A BLACKINGTON. West Meadow
ACME QUALITY
Mrs. Amy Fuller is the guest for
; Price reasonable. ROBERT U. COLLINS. Rd. Tel. 176-W._________________ 58-63
* - this week of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Ful
I 375 Main_SV______________________ 58-tf j
ESSEX 1928 Sport Coupe—Exception--- *■ of c~
BOX of women’s dresses lost between
ler at Belfast,
FURNISHED APARTMENT of three
- ------ o.
Rf”
Rockland
and
Wiscasset
Reward.
i
rooms
to
let
at
49
Pleasant
St.
Adults
i
$75.
SEA VIEW GARAGE, 689.Main*St.
Flank Lehan of Manchester. N. H
LEON J. WHITE. Tel 301-M
60-62 only. LILLIAN BICKNELL, 82 Limerock Phone 1250 Rockland.________ 46*56 P&R
arrived Monday night to be the guest
60*82
~ BROWN billfold lost Wednesday, ln St.
DAHLIAS, good kinds, mixed, unlabeled
of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Robinson for
Camden or Rockland, with money and
FURNISHED house to let. seven rooms, 30. $1; also tomato plants. MRS. E. W.
owner’s records. CALL CAMDEN 2463 modern improvements. Tel. 735 or call SEAVEY. Warren. R. D. 2, Box 99 . 60*62
several days.
and receive reward.
60-62 11 UNION ST. Reference required.
The catch of alewives Monday
SIX CYLINDERC.ray engine; two cylNOTICE Is hereby given of the loss of • _________________________________ 60-62 inder out-board Sea Horse motor, for
numbered 85.000.
deposit book numbered 35117, ana the | FIVE ROOM apartment, all modern, sale C S. PARSONS, North Haven Me.
Sunday morning at the Baptist
owner of said book asks for duplicate in i with nice garden spot, to let at 5 Broad58*63
Church the subject will be “God and
accordance with the provision of the l wav Diace ERNEST C. DAVIS.
59-61
32 FT FISHING BOAT for sale, flne
Law.
ROCKLAND SAVINGS—-^—- —
Nature;" Bible school at noon, the for COLICKY BABIES State
BANK. By Edward J. Hcllier. Treas. i HEATED apartment to let all modern ; engine; also l’i h. p. Fairbanks Morse
Red ar.d Green contest continuing—
Improvements, janitor service. Inquire stationary engine. W. O’MALEY, 849
Rockland. Maine, May 5, 1932.
59*64 Third St.. South Boston. Mass.
60*62
there was a tie last Sunday; Chris . . . THROUGH CASTORIA’S
54*Th-60 91 NORTH MAIN ST. Tel. 552-W
FIVE ROOM house and garage to let . GAS STOVE for sale, used only one
tian Endeavor at 6; at 7 the opening
NOTICE—The owner of Deposit Book
No. 0177 Issued by the Rockland Loan at 182 Broadway, all modern. Tel. 949 ! season. MRS. M. R. HASKELL. 14 Knott
service of praise, followed by the ser- GENTLE REGULATION
60-62
and Building Association has notified WILLIAM R. LUFKIN.____________ S«I St. Tel. 332-X.
j mon on “Why Fear?”
The best way to prevent colic, the Association that said Deposit Book
LOMA 10c pound, flve pounds 50c;
AT 30 HIGH STREET three furnished
An average house has 4,800
Sunday morning services will be doctors say, is to avoid gas in stomach has been lost, and that he requests a rooms
bone
meal
4c
pound,
flve
pounds
20c;
or single room to let. bath and
LOAN | garage, all modern. For Information see Bradley's fertilizer 4c pound. 100 pounds
held as usual at the Congregational and bowels by keeping the entire duplicate of the same. ROCKLAND loan
square feet of paintable sur
AND
BUILDING
ASSOCIATION
By H. HILL DANE.
1
49-tf 1 $165 to $2 15; nitrate soda 6C pound;
Tel 427
Church. Sunday evening Rev. H. 1 intestinal tract open, free from waste. O. Gurdy. Secretary. Rockland. Maine,
face. It can be painted with
'nil 1
manure 6c pound; our formula
Holt will continue his lrctures on as But remember this: a tiny baby’s May 11. 1932.
SEVEN rooms to let at 226 Main St., all jawn seed 25c pound; seeds and garden
57-Th-63
improvements, good location Also
five
!
any kind of "ordinary” house
tronomy. subject for the evening cf tender little organs cannot stand
PENDANT found, pink stone. Owner rooms upstairs in same house TMrt.,»ro I tools °* a11 kinds. Successor to G. H.
! Hart, one of the oldest seed and ferl
paint at a small saving per
May 22 being. "Implications of harsh treatment. They must be may have same on paying for ad. CALL A. LEVY. Royal Shoe Store.
__ tlllzer dealers In Knox County. V. Ll*
279-R.
60* It
Modern Astronomy."
gently urged. This is just the time
gallon. But, as a home owner,
FOUR ROOM apartment
to
let
at
17
53-tf
--- ---- — ----. PACKARD. Tel. 446.
Grove St. Apply to DR. R. W. BICKGeorge Gray is driving a new Ford Castoria can help most. Castoria,
STRAWBERRY plants for sale, genuyou know that it’s the cost per
56-tf
-------*
«
ford
you know, is made specially for babies
tudor sedan.
--------------------------------------------------------- ine Howard No. 17 $6 per 1000, $3.50 per
year that counts—not the sav
SINGLE house to let at 8 Rockland ot.. I 500. $1 per 100. CLARENCE WALES,
Frank Yattaw has made several and children. It is a pure vegetable
electric
lights, toilet, garage.
MR. . Cushing. Tel. Thomaston 183-41. 60-65
ing per gallon.
repairs and changes on the interior preparation, perfectly harmless. It
SHAFTER, 15 Rockland St. Tel. 888.
POWER HOISTS for all trucks, fit any
contains no harsh drugs, no narcotics.
’
of
his
home.
52-tf
body for sale; also hydraulic hoists and
Acme Quality NEW ERA
Recent guests of Rev. and Mrs. For years it has helped mothers
•' ”•
i
*’
■** J*"
| ONE ROOM and kitchenette to let, steel bodies, overload springs, trailers,
House Paint, due to (inequality,
WOMAN general cook for Immediate, heated and hghted. |6 a week v p power takeoffs etc.
B. M. CLARK.
Howard Kt Welch were Mr. and Mrs. through trying times with colicky
at Pownal State School. Must STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080
52-tf Union, Me Tel. 7-24_____________ 59-64
covers 360 square feet of sur
Harold Mayo and daughter Louise babies and children suffering with vacancy
be*
a
citizen
of
Maine,
desiring
perma--------------------------------------digestive upsets, colds and fever. nent position. Send references, age and
SMALL tenement to let, MRS. E. A I STRAWBERRY PLANTS for sale.
face, two coats. Only 13 gal I of Brewer.
58-60 Ready now at LUFKIN'S, Glencove.
to DR STEPHEN E VOS- I MURRAY. 121 Pleasant St.
Charles Wilson sang at the Metho Keep genuine Castoria on hand, with experience
lons are needed for a hand
BURGH.
Supt..
Pownal
Maine.
___
59-61
the
name:
SMALL
single
house,
clean
and
cosy,
.to i Tel 44-13. Address, Box 125, R. D., Rockdist Church ir. Union last Sunday
58*60
Family with children prefenwi. | land, Me.
WAITRESS wanted, one experienced let.
some job. Compare this with ! morning.
: in serving shore dinners. Inquire 9 MABEL RAWLEY. 130 Main St. 7*1.
STRAWBERRY and raspberry plants
"ordinary” paint which covers
UNION ST._______________________ 60*62 676-M.________________ 55-tf
for sale. CLARENCE M. SPEAR. Warren
Committees for the annual fair of
60-62
SUMMER or year around boarders
the ladies' circle of the Congrega
only 275 square feet. You need
FIVE ROOM unfurnished tenement to R. 2 Phone 7-14.
wanted.
MISS
BERTHA JONES. Port let at 79 Grace St. CALL 163-M.
56-tf
CREAM SEPARATOR. Vlctrola. amtional
Church
which
will
be
held
in
17 gallons— figure it out. NEW
I Clyde.
60*65
UNFURNISHED apartment of six rooms P‘c° P'A"0’
August are: Fancy work—Edna F.
ERA, you will find, costs less
wAnl W 1 sq*«i'
WILL BUY large trunk. Need not be to let at 17 Warren St , good repair.1 ?,nds,1 k?
Beggs, Laura Brackett. Rosina Buber. C H I l O.Jt'i N C R Y F O R' I T latest
59 61
model If strong. CALL 1053-M garage If desired. Inquire 12 WARREN ! N F- KLAGOE South Hope.
by the job. Also NEW ERA
Grace Campbell. Florence Gardiner:
6 to 7 p. m.
58*60 ST. Tel. 577
52-tf! REO TRUCK- 1927—Wlll do a lot o.
work
for
someone.
Small
down
payment
aprons
—
Gertrude
Hahn.
Phoebe
Har

looks good for 5 years. "Ordi
POSITION wanted Young Italian of
FURNISHED and unfurnished apart
$50. SEA VIEW GARAGE. 689 Main 6t.
31 years, mechanical and aeronautical ments to let. Inquire 12 KNOX ST of
mon. Nettie Jameson. Ruby Kalloch.
nary” paint is through in 3
DEER
ISLE
engineer,
wishing
to
be
away
from
the
Tel
. 156-W._________ __ __________ 5^-tf Phone 1250, Rockland.________ 46*56 P&R
Alice Mathews. Iva McKcllar; mis
--------city for the summer would like a posiyears.
TWO furnished rooms for light hoAse-' HEN HOUSE, hen crate, two ladders,
cellaneous—Flora McKellar, Edna
Mrs. Josephine Fifield of Brewer
- chaudcur. andean aiso^run^a keeping to let; water, gas. lights. E. N blacksmith’s blower, vise and drilling
• So ACME Quality NEW
Moore. Elizabeth Munsey, Abbie
machine for sale. 64 MECHANIC ST.
SYLVESTER.
23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-J
details on request. Address p.
59-61
Newbert. Flora Peabody, Evelyn Rob- spent the weekend at her home here. Further
.
52-tf Tei. 433-R.
ERA costs less hy the job—sind
Courier-Gazette office. _______
58*60
Mrs.
Nancy
Marden
of
Waterville
,
PONTIAC—1927 Sedan—This car Is In
Jnson:
grabs
—
Janet
Robinson,
lid
i
TENEMENT
to
let
at
36
Mechanic,St
less hy the year. And that is
attend the UJ£^??EN,TER
and contracting Inquire of MRS W S. KENNISTON. 17f. exceptionally good condition and can be
Russell , Katie Starrett, Gertrude was in town last week to
_ r ti wanted; free estimates. JOHN SORfor a down payment of $50. SEA
Main St. Tel. 874-W.
52-tf had
real economy. If you’d like to I Starrett; entertainment — Frances ,funeral Of her twin sister
Mrs. E. H. | kVIST, Tenant's Harbor, Me.
57*62
VIEW GARAGE. 689 Main St. Phone
FURNISHED three room apartment to 1250, Rockland.______________ 46*56 P&R
Spear, Anna Starrett: cooked food- Colby whose sudden death occurred
seetheacVurf/figuresas applied
rear 11 Masonic St. MRS. E. "K
*•* ••* *•■ -•* *•* •**•**•**♦-•••11 let.
Grace Spear, Iaura Starrett, Nettie ' lftst week
DRY FITTED hard wood, under cover
to your home, ask us. Do this
MILLS.
54-tf $10.
Junks $10. W. L OXTON. West
Vinal.
Belle
Walker,
Alice
Watts:
Mrs.
Helen
Annis
and
daughter
TO LET—5-room fla all inoaer n X i Rockport. Tel. 8011 Camden.
before you buy any house paint.
52-tf
candy—Fdna White. Jessie Walk'r. Miss Audrey Annis of Rockland are
Fulton St. Inquire ctOSE PRESCOTT
BUICK
—
1926
Coach
—
You
can
’
t
wear
240
Broadway.
52-tf
Alice Walter, Nellie Wellington, Fan guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Syl
out this type of car and the down pay
nie
Wyllie;
supper
—
Carrie
Smith,
vester.
Mrs.
Annis
will
be
employed
HOUSE of 6 rooms to let. flne cellar ment Is only $45 SEA VIEW OARAGE.
M. E. WENTWORTH
POSITION wanted as housekeeper ln toilet, electricity, gas and lurnace; etftra
i
Adelaide Norwood . Olive Peabodv, at the Bruce cottage this season.
family with no children. MRS. JOHN large veranda, large yard. Adults only 683 Main St. Phone 1250. Rockland.
46*56 P&R
Mrs. Walter E. Scott, son Walter SMALL. 18 Gay St. Tel. 737-M
60*62 Inquire 23
T STREET.
-----tEET. City.
52-tf
79 MAIN ST.,
THOMASTON, ME. Nancy Clark. Mary Berry, Ruth PhilESSEX- 1929 Coach—This car Is ln
brook, Eleanor Barrett, M. Grace and Rosamond Scott spent the last
SITUATION wanted to do general
FOUR ROOM heated apartment, suit
condition, both mechanical
housework; assist in cooking. Address able for family of two or three, at 15 wonderful
Walker. Harriet Hahn, Rosa Spear.
weekend-at East Orland.
and
in appearance. Down payment
BOX
12,
R.
F.
D..
Tenant's
Harbor.
Me.
Summer St. Apply to MRS. FROST $100 only.
Miss Julia Libby is guest this week
Otis Howe and John Boyle of
SEA VIEW GARAGE. 689
52-tf Main St. Phone
59*61 Tel. 318-W.
1250, Rockland.
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilson.
Baldwin Place, N. Y., are at The
FURNISHED
apartment
to
let
at
556
46*56 P&R
Though the attendance was small Larches for the season
Main St. Inquire at FULLER-COBBTWO
row
boats
in
first
class
condition
Roy
H.
Snowden
returned
Friday
at the meeting of the circle of Ivy
DAVIS.
53-tf for sale. E. F. ROBERTS. Brldgeside.
Chapter which took place at Masonic night from an auto trip to New York.
fa PROVE //
Vinalhaven.
58-60
hall instead of at Mrs. Nellie Welling Mrs. Snowden who has been spend
DRY HARD fitted wood $10. Junks $10.
ton's as previously planned, a ing several weeks with relatives and
! hard wood limbs $9. long $8. soft wood
I nnd slabs $8. T. J. CARROLL. Tel.
thoroughly good time was enjoyed. friends in Massachusetts returned
EIGHT HORSES for sale, weight 1200263-21.____________________________ 50-tf
A George Washington contest was an with him.
1500 lbs. WILLIAM HALL. North New
VINALHAVEN
58*60
HUPMOBILE-1927 Sedan—Never able
Miss Isabel Strong and her sister castle. Tel. 52-32 Damariscotta
amusing feature of the social hour. It
buy a car as good as this for only
HORSES for sale, good matched team,
If you have a cottage to let or I to
Mrs. Ralph Soule and son Alfred of was definitely decided to hold anoth Mrs. Higby who have spent the win weight
$75
down. SEA VIEW GARAGE. 689
3000;
three
or
four
other
good
desire summer boarders advertise the
ter in the South arrived Saturday horses.
Woodfords and Maynard Swett of er food sale some time next month.
Main
St Phone 1250. Rockland
ERNEST HOWARD. South
fact in this paper where thousands
____________________________
46*56 P&R
at
their
summer
home.
Dear
Farm
Hope.
60*62
Dr.
and
Mrs.
A.
H.
St.
Clair
Chase
Gorham, who have been guests the
wlll read of it.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Watkins of
CHEVROLET—1930 Sedan—Paint and
past week of their mother, Mrs. of Newton Centre are spending a few
AT CRESCENT BEACH, for sale or to
let for the season, large furnished cot rubber ln excellent condition. Splendid
Carrie Swett, have returned to their days at their summer home, making Cambridge, Mass., spent the past
tage; everything modern, two car garage motor, hot water heater, other acces
week at their summer home here.
it ready for occupancy.
homes.
EDW O’B. GONIA. Tel. 710
5ft-tf sories. Priced to sell SEA VIEW GA
The entire community and espe
The planes were busy Tuesday,
Mr. and Mrs. Willis R. Vinal mo
RAGE. 689 Main St. Phone 1250. Rock
SPRUCE
Cottage,
opposite
Shore
Acres,
land.
48*56 PAR
transporting the usual invoice of tored to Orono Sunday afternoon cially the people of Sunset, were
to let for season, furnished; electric
GRAY MARINE MOTOR8. New Light
taking their son Josef back to Uni greatly saddened by the death of
drummers to and from Rockland.
lights, water nearby; two or three adults.
READY cut chick range shelters, also L. G. HUPPER. Tel. Tenant's Harbor Four 12-24 horsepower. $298. Other sizes
The Two O'clock Club met Tuesday versity of Maine after the weekend Mrs. Ada Colby, 82 which occurred
59-67 5 to 150 horse power. Complete line of
large sized feeders for range use. for sale. 52-11.
May 11 at her home in that Saves
night with Miss Louise Libby.
spent here with them.
new motors at new low prices. Write ua
time and grain. C. E. OVERLOOK.
SIX ROOM cottage with garage. Cres for Information. A. L. ANDERSON. Box
An active worker in all Tel. 3-4 Warren.
A delightful surprise party, in place.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Dunbar of Bel
59*61 cent
Beach, five miles from the City of 9. Camden. Mc.
45-65
fast arrived Monday and are guests honor of the birthday anniversary branches of public welfare, possessed
400 CHICKS hatched May 15 WflTseH Rockland, to let for July and August.
of Mr. and Mrs. William Staples.
of P. D. Starrett, took place Tuesday of a charming personality and sterl as day olds. If taken within a week. Apply MRS ALBERTA ROSE, 26 Clarenare S. C. R. Reds and out of an don St.. Rockland.
39-1f
The usual circle supper will be evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs, ing integrity, she was admired and These
87 per cent hatch
From accredited
32 FT CABIN CRUISER to let—New
- --------------served at Union Church vestry to Starrett, when these guests assem loved by all who knew her. Besides stock. ”
E. C.
TEAGUE.—Warren. Phone engine,
toilet,
stove,
all
eloctrlc.
14
60-tf knot; by month or season. J. N. SOUTH
night at 5.30.
bled: Mr. and Mrs. Everett Cunning her aged husband, Mrs. Colby leaves 13-42.
a
son
Miller
Colby
of
Sunset,
sister
WYLLIES
STRAIN
S
C.
Reds
We
ARD. Rockland.
55-62
Miss Frances Macintosh, Miss ham, Mr. and Mrs. William Russell,
deliver your chlx by parcel post or
Gertrude Vinal, Andy Gilchrist and Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Davis, and Mrs; Mrs. Nancy Marden of Waterville, will
truck for $15 per hundred for May.
STUDEBAKER—1926 Coach—Must be
Fred Chilles enjoyed Sunday at Camp Leland Philbrook.
Light refresh a granddaughter, Mrs. Leon C. Weed State accredited for white diarrohea. F.
seen to be appreciated. Only $64 down.
of Deer Isle, and friends without num H. WYLLIE & SON. Thomaston, Me..
Merrie Mac’s, Shore Acres.
ments were served.
SEA VIEW OARAGE, 689 Main St.
Route^L
___
_________________
sc-tf
Samuel Miller and Howard Arm
Mr. and Mrs. George Gray and
Mrs. Benjamin Watts is ill with ber. Funeral services were held at
Phone 1250. Rockland.
46*S6P&R »
The Baptist Mission Circle met
500 S. C. R. I. baby chicks for sale on
the home Saturday afternoon. In
strong leave Monday for Annapolis,
daughters Elizabeth and Carrie spent bronchitis.
••• *•*"•**•* ••* ••• ••• ••• ••* ••* *•• ••*
Tuesday
afternoon
with
Mrs.
W.
A.
HUPMOBILE
sedan.
16-ft.
motor
boat,
each
of
the
following:
May
20.
24.
28.
Md., where they will have work at
the weekend at their cottage at Shore
Mothers' and Daughters' night will terment was at Hillside cemetery.
sale both good condition
BER
June 1. C. E. OVERLOCK. Warren Tel.
FARM IN LINCOLNVILLE of 150 acres, lor
rigging a 125 ft. yacht. It is expect Newcombe. Mrs. John Brown was Acres.
NARD
KALER.
56
Pleasant
St.
Tel.
86-R.
be
observed
Monday
evening
May
3-4
59*61
modern buildings, pasture land, hay.
leader, the subject, “Storer College."
59*61
ed to be a three months’ job.
Regular meeting of Atlantic Royal 23 at Mystic Rebekah Lodge follow
apple orchards, lumber and fire wood
SOUTH WALDOBORO
The Heralds of the primary de Those present were Mrs. A. D. Davis, Arch Chapter will be held tonight.
MRS H P. BUCHANAN. 36 Mountain
AUTOMOBILE STORAGE. $4 per month
ing the regular meeting.
Mrs.
H.
B.
Shaw,
Miss
Harriet
Lev

St.. Camden. Tel 2597.
52-tf dead; $5 per month live. NILO'S OA
partment of the Baptist Sunday
Cards were received last week an
In connection with the regular
Charles Simmons and Edward Ray
56-tf
FARM for sale, good low priced farm RAGE.
school will meet at the vestry Friday ensaler, Mrs. Abbie F. Rice, Mrs. nouncing the marriage of Hazen T. prayer service at the Baptist vestry of Lewiston were callers Monday at
Frank Turner, Mrs. Letitia Starrett,
two miles from Rockland; also
DODGE—1929 Sedan—ThlB Is a Senior
Congdon
and
Viola
S.
Haskell,
who
Wednesday
evening
of
last
week,
Mrs.
Sadie
Simmons'.
ment
for
making
ice
cream
on
a Mrs. George Ludwig happily enter- | Mrs. Lucy Sillery Mrs. C. H. WashIs mechanically right. Looks and
scale. Address BOX 443. City or MRS __ and
spent their vacation in town last members of the Girls' Club put on a
Rev. T. H. Fernald returned Mon
perfect. A dandy buy; $75 down
tained members of the South War- burn; and a visitor, Mrs. Edward B. summer. The bride is the daughter play entitled. “Aunt Tilly Learns to
L. KOSTER, Ingraham Hill.
59*^1 runs
Now is the time to eull your flock*.
payment takes It. SEA VIEW GARAOE.
day evening from Woolwich, where
ren Grange Circle Wednesday at her j N^?co „e'......
_. .
,
. of Mr. and Mrs. Philip D. Gilmore Tithe." The cast included: Aunt he conducted services in the Bap
MANSION HOUSE for sale. 14 rooms, 689 Main St. Phone 1250. Rockland.
With the low price of eggs you can't
two car garage, modern Improvements.
home on Bcechwoods street. In the , Jhe BaPtlst fLa^les Clrclp c °sed of Jamaica Plain. Mass. Mr. Cong Tilly, Annie Starrett; Five Nieces,
46*56 P&R
afford to keep ’’boarders.’’
135 acres with 1200 ft frontage, on Alford
company were Mrs. Gertrude Hahn. I their season of business meetings don lives in Lynn. The marriage Marguerite Simmons, Edith French, tist Church. Dedication of their new
USED
pARS
for
saie
or
exchange
—
Lake
and
Lermond
Pond.
Desirable
For
highest
prices
call
or
write
electric lights also took place while
home or business location. Furnishings Studebaker. Nash. Whippet and others.
Mrs. Ann Page. Mrs. Rose Marshall, suppers and entertainments Wed took place May 9 at Nashua, N. H„ Olive Teague, Katherine Peabody, he was there.
nesday
night.
They
had
good
pat

Used
tires
33x4.
28x4.75.
E.
D.
LINS

if
desired.
Brokers
protected.
N.
F.
Mrs. Charles Maxey, Mrs. Laura
COHEN BROTHERS
and the honeymoon included a trip Christine Starrett. Different organi
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Dolloff of Wool
KLAGGE South Hope.
59*61 COTT. Tel. 812-W.
60-62
Copeland. Mrs. Nettie Copeland. Mrs. ronage, a fine supper and a pleasing to Nova Scotia. Mrs. Congdon is a zations were represented as follows: wich were at Rev. T. H. Femald's
PHONE 2-3, WARREN
ESSEX—1927 Sedan—In good running
ABOUT THREE ACRES land at The
Dora Maxey, Mrs. Mina Rines, Mrs. entertainment. Under the energetic relative of Mrs. W. P. Greenlaw of Foreign missions. Fiances Moore; recently.
Highlands, with barn and cellar thereon, order. Wlll give someone a lot of eco
Trucks will be in W’arren all
Rose Cutting, Mrs. Etta Benner, direction of the president, Mrs. Her this town.
for
sale,
nice
building
spot.
TEL
nomical
transportation ;$45 down. SEA
home missions, Doris Mclntvre: as
Mrs. Gertrude French and son
winter
217-W.
59-61 VIEW GARAGE, 689 Main St. Phone
Mrs. Evic Fernald, Mrs. Harry Mc bert Newbert, the season has been
sociation
of
missions,
Christine
Star

Allyn
of
Somerville,
Mass.,
are
at
9Th-tf
1250. Rockland.
46*56 P&R
Intyre, Mrs. Bertha Storer, Mrs. successful. The program for the
rett; ministerial relief, Evelyn Haupt; Shelton Simmons' for an indefinite
WEST ROCKPORT
Alice Copeland, Mrs. Esther Newbert evening included a piano duet, Mrs.
orphanages,
Olive
Teague;
hospitals,
stay.
and Mrs. Martha Kalloch. Mrs. C. H. Washburn, Miss Frances
Clarence Lee has been employed
Miles Lamson is visiting his par Julia Lampinen: Christian education.
Shaw; vocal solo. Friend O' Mine.
Cora Currier was a guest.
Mary Trone; talents. Katherine at the Thompson summer house on
Edward
B.
Newcombe
with
Mrs.
ents
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Lamson.
A. T. Gould of Boston was in town
Mrs. M. A. Fogler and daughter Peabody; wealth, Jennie Lampinen; Friendship Long Island.
Key* made to order. Key* maoe
recently. Mrs. Gould will come soon Newcombe at the piano; encore
And Wiring Out, Digging Included.
The local ball team has won three
Miss
Mary Fogler are at their home stewardship, Janet Wade. The plot
piano
solo,
Face
To
Face,
Mr.
New

to fit lock* when original key* are
NOTICE TO ALBERT NEWCOMB—
to put her house in readiness for
of
the
play
proved
to
be
very
fitting
games
recently,
defeating
the
Sewers Cleaned Out, New Sewers
combe; two drawings by Rev. H. S. here for the summer. Miss Fogler
Please return the hat and check given
lost. House, Office or Car. Code
summer occupancy.
with the service, and all who partici Friendship team 4-1, Round Pond
Laid
you by mistake. PHILIP SULIDES.
books provide keys for all lock*
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Dinsmore Kiborn, illustrating the effects arrived last Thursday* from New York pated in the play did very fine work. 10-5, and Rockland 6-1.
Cesspools and Septic Tanks
without bother.
Scissor* and
have returned from New York and which overconsumption of food, and where she has been spending the win Music was furnished by Mrs. Grace
SHEEP SHEARED, electric shears With
Sherman Vannah played the saxo
Knives Sharpened.
Cellars Deepened, Repaired and
operator or let to responsible partlgs
were in town Tuesday. They are the love of money may have upon ter.
Wyllie at the piano.
phone in the boys' orchestra which
the
life
and
character
of
the
indi

Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
Nutt,
Mrs.
without operator. Thoroughbred Chester
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices
now located in South Portland. Mr.
Whitewashed. Floors Cemented.
gave a concert Sunday evening in
White boar for sale, at a reasonable
Dinsmore will take the examination vidual; a musical combination in Nellie Parker, Mrs. J. C. Davis of
price,
cash.
Price
on
above,
apply
to
Lawn
Work,
Grading,
Etc.
the
Methodist
Church
at
the
Village.
Sisters
Rockport and Miss Hazel Parker were
THORNDIKEVIL.Lt
LEROY PAGE. Rose Hill Farm. Owl's
for the position of radio operator in , costume
. ,
...from the
,,, Pythian
, .
.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Stone of Rock
Head. Me. Tel. 341-R.
56-61
June. Thev plan to stay in South 1
with Mrs. Washburn and Miss in Portland last Thursday.
S.
E.
EATON
land
spent
Tuesday
with
Mrs.
Brain

Several from this village attended
408 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Mr. and Mrs. William Lothrop and
FOR BEST QUALITY seeds and plants,
Portland until called to New York. i Shaw accompanying on the piano—
ard Winchenbach. Mr. Stone is
Rockland
go to C. C. TIBBETTS. 288 Main St..
Telephone 791
The baseball game Wednesday Marching Through Georgia and the State contests of bands, orches Mrs. Tarbox are on a business trip driving a new Chevrolet sedan Tel. 1187-Y
City,
59-64
52&Th-tf
M-tf
afternoon at the local grounds re Good Night Ladies; “A Millinery tras and glee clubs at Camden last to Worcester.
Al,ADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times.
Jeptha Curtis of Newport is stay bought from Mr. Ludwig, local agent.
sulted in a score of Thomaston 15, Mix-up,” and “Happy Though Mar week.
Prompt
service.
CRIE
HARDWARE
CO.
Mrs. Cora Taylor has arrived at
ried," were given in Mrs. Kilborn’s
Mrs. Robert Nutt and daughters ing at John Pushaw's for awhile.
52-tf
Lincoln Academy 8.
Mrs. Mary Watson has returned to the Harding summer home and will
GLOBE LAUNDRY
In stepping off the sidewalk in best style; readings humorous and Hazel and Roberta, and Misses Ber
LAWN MOWER SHARPENING Is a
spend the summer and fall season
otherwise
and
conundrums
pro

nice
and
Hazel
Parker
motored
to
Squantum,
Mass.,
after
a
three
specialty of CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 409
Portland, Maine
Rockland Saturday evening Wesley
here.
Main St.. Rockland.
52-tf
Ifemey broke a small bone in his pounded by Miss Frances Shaw Vassalboro Saturday and attended months’ stay with her daughter Mrs.
Quality
Work,
Family
Washing*
closed
the
program.
the gymnasium exhibition at Oak Raymond Crabtree.
HARNESS and leather goods, also re
ankle. It was an unfortunate acci
Called For and Delivered
pairing. JAMES H. HALL, 231 Main St.,
Mrs. Chesley Delano is leaving this Grove seminary. Miss Roberta spent
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Wellman of
dent as he had work in the Gray
opp. foot Pleasant St.
52-tf
Parcel Delivery Service
It
’
s
a
Long
Time
morning for a visit with her sister the weekend there as guest of her sis South Hope accompanied by C. C
boat shop.
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
in Bangor.
ters Dorothy and Bernice, returning Childs and family were in Hope
* ♦ 4 *
Walter
Dorgan,
Tei.
106R
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
Since John Had
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Hunt are home Sunday.
Since 1840 this firm has falthfi’’ >« 1
Sunday and callers at Raymond Lud
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
At Watts hall tonight and Friday
52-tf I served the families of Knox County
being
congratulated
upon
the
birth
Mrs.
Leman
Oxton
entertained
the
wig
’
s.
Mrs.
Elenora
Payson
ac

night the comedy “Corporal Eagen"
Saturday morning of a daughter Tuesday Club this week.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
companied them home for a visit.
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
LADY ATTENDANT
will be presented under auspices of Edith
Mac,
Whereas Fred E. Pease of Appleton in
There is to be a box social at the
Mrs. Flora Pushaw has employ
STEAMBOAT CO.
the Episcopal choir. Miss Katherine
Day Telephone 450—781-1
* * * ♦
the County of Knox and State of Maine
engine
hall
tonight,
Thursday
for
the
He
found
the
right,
inexpensive
way
ment
at
the
Community
Sweet
Shop
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
McKenzie is in charge of the pro
by his mortgage deed dated February 24.
Mrs. Oliver Johnson
benefit of the local school.
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.3t
for the summer.
1928 and recorded in Knox Registry of
to drive tlie cause of this crippling
BURPEE’S
duction, local talent being largely
A
M
.
Stonington
6.25. North Haven 7.25
Deeds
ln
Book
218
Page
80
conveyed
to
Miss
Frances
Bachelder
of
Rock

Joseph Pushaw is working for
The funeral services of Mrs. Oliver
used. It will be two evenings of fun,
Vlnalhaven 8.15, due to arrive at Rock
disease from his system
me
the
undersigned,
a
certain
parrel
of
ROCKLAND,
iriE.
land
was
recently
guest
of
Mr.
and
Westbra Wentworth at East Union.
with something to interest every Johnson who died Sunday at her
real estate situated in said Appleton land about 9.30.
Return—Leaves Rockland st 1.30 P. M
Mr. and Mrs. F. V. Ettlinger of Happy Now—No More Idle Days— and bounded and described as follows
home on Erin street, were held there Mrs. Henry Lamson.
body.
Beginning at a stake and stones Vlnalhaven 2.45. North Haven 3 30. Ston
Staten Island, N. Y„ have arrived at
The United States Civil Service Wednesday afternoon, Rev. H. S.
standing in the Malcomb line at the ington at 4.40; due to arrive at Swan'*
Ills Wife Joyfully Asserts
Cheer up and smile. It’s gravity their summer home, formerly the
6 00 P M
WILLIAM E. DORNAN
Commission will hold competitive Kilborn of the Baptist Church and
corner of land formerly owned by James Island about
B. H. STINSON. Uenerai Agent.
Davfs; thence on said line slxty-slx rods
examinations at Thomaston in the Miss McLain of the Pentecostal that keeps things down.—Duluth Augustus Heal farm in this place.
140-tt
As long as you have an excess of to land formerly owned by James Hart
Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Hemenway
& SON, Inc.
,
near future for substitute clerk and Church officiating. There was a News-Tribune.
south 34 degrees east on said
uric acid in the joints, blood and tis thence
were in Rockland Monday.
substitute village carrier. Applica large attendance and many floral
Hart's land sixty-one rods to a stake and
sues
you
are
going
to
have
rheuma

Herbert
Hoche
of
Rockland
is
visit

stones;
thence
southerly
and
parallel
tributes.
The
bearers
were
George
Cemetery Memorials
tions must be filed with the district
said Malcomb line sixtv-six rods
ing his mother Mrs. John Pushaw Jr tic pains, aches, twinges and Joint with
manager at Boston not later than Morse, Henry B. Shaw, Levi Cope
to a stake and stones at said Davis land
EAST UNION, MAINE
swellings
—
you
can't
help
but
have
Mrs.
Lewis
Young
of
East
Union
is
to the bounds first mentioned, contain
June 1. For information apply at land and Lewis Taylor. Interment
An Ad. In Thess
4-tf
visiting her sister Mrs. D. C. Hemen them.
ing twenty-five acres more or less
was in the Thomaston cemetery.
the postoflice.
So start today with a swift, safe, Being the same land conveyed by Ben
way.
Mrs. Johnson was born at JackAn informal illustrated talk on the
jamln P. Upton to Atwood Ripley on
Columns Will Sell
Prevents Large Pores
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Brown of popular prescription to get rid of all the 22nd day of Dec. 1845.
Hawaiian Islands will be given next son, Me., in 1882, and had been a
J!
Stays on Longer
And Whereas the condition of said
Thomaston were callers Sunday at your annoying rheumatic troubles—
Wednesday at 8 o'clock at the Con resident of Thomaston 14 years.
has been broker..
Just ask David L. McCarty or any mortgage
Anything
From
a
gregational vestry, the small admis June 29, 1901 she was married to For a youthful complexion, use new Lester Merrill's.
Now, Therefore by reason of the
Leon Halstead of Rockland was at druggist for one 85 cent bottle of breach of the condition thereof, I claim
ruri/i an -OKthat comr/j"]
sion fee to benefit the Thomaston Oliver Johnson of Thomaston, to wonderful MELLO-GLO Face Pow
Allenru—a sensible scientific formula a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Nursing Association. The speaker, whom she had been a loving and der. Hides tiny lines, wrinkles and S. P. Crabtree’s Wednesday.
Needle to an Anchor.
Dated
at
Rockland.
Maine.
May
5.
1932
t CARS
Stephen Gillette recently attended free from opiates or nerve deaden
Miss Alice C. George, had the op faithful wife. She is survived by her pores. New French process makes it
ARTHUR D. FISH
ing
drugs
—
it
drives
out
all
pain
and
spread
more
smoothly
and
stay
on
the
blueberry
growers
’
meeting
in
husband,
a
sister
Mrs.
Alma
Wotton
STATE
OF
MAINE
portunity in her visit to the Islands
What Do You Want
Rockland. May 5. 1932.
agony in 48 hours—or money back. Knox. ss.
last winter to secure many interest of Thomaston, a son Lewis Johnson longer. No more shiny noses. Purest Rockland.
SEA 5ZIEW GARAGE, Inc.
Personally appeared the above named
Uric
acid
poison
starts
to
leave
face
powder
known.
Prevents
large
of
Rockland,
brothers
William
ing and beautiful views, including
Arthur D. Fish, and made oath that the
689 MAIN STREET
TEL. UN
body
in
24
hours
—
the
same
guarantee
pores.
Ask
today
for
new,
wonderful
to
Sell
?
The
perfect
flower
of
optimism
is
foregoing
notice
of
foreclosure
by
him
Coburn
of
Portland,
Allison
Cobum
several of the famous volcano in
ROCKLAND
true.
eruption. Many of these will be of Hope and Edward Coburn of face powder, MELLO-GLO, that suits to rejoice in the fact that you could holds good for Sciatica, Neuritis and signed isBefore
me.
M-tf
KATHARINE C. DERRY
shown to full color, Promising a de Brunswick, and other more distant every complexion. Corner Drug Store now get more for a dollar if you had Lumbago—why not start to get well
today.
and all other good stores.
one.—Detroit Free Press.
57-Th-63
Justice of the Peace.
lightful and unusual entertainment. relatives.

F. H. Jordan and Miss Jordan who
Mr. and Mrs. William Bowden have
have spent the winter in Florida will , returned from Oreenwich, Conn.,
arrive home Friday or Saturday.
, where they spent the winter.
Mrs. Arthur E. Martin has returned
Mrs. Nellie Murphy, Mrs. Madeline
to Providence, B. I., after spending a Sprague and Mrs. Janet Smith of I
day or two with her parents, ex- Tenant's Harbor and Mrs. Emmeline i
Warden and Mrs. Charles E. Linscott. Scott of Skowhegan, are in town, j
Arcana Lodge, K. P. is represented called by the illness and death of |
at the session of the Grand Lodge in ! Mrs. Gerald Dalzell.
The past grands and past noblp I
Portland by Maynard Wentworth.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Young of Port grands association met at I.O.O.F.
Clyde are to occupy the Winchenbach hall yesterday. Supper was served
at 6.30.
house. Fluker street.
The Philathea Class of the Bap
Lee Walker, C. C. McDonald, Bow
doin Grafton, Everett Condon and tist Church will hold a food sale at j
Warren Everett attended the baseball the store of Carleton. French & Com
game between Bowdoin and Colby pany Saturday, at 10 o'clock.
Mrs. T. Jenness French is ill at her i
Tuesday.
The regular meeting of the Aux- ' home on Sea street,
iliary of Williams-Brazier Post, A.L.,
The funeral of Mrs. Gerald Dalzell
will be held in the Legion rooms Fri- will be held today,, Thursday, at 2
o'clock. Rev. Leroy A. Campbell offiday evening, May 20 at 7.30 o’clock.
A delegation from the Thomaston dating, ard interment) will be in
Garden Club accepted the invitation Mountain Street cemetery.
The Baptist Church Day School
of the Camden Garden Club and mo
tored over Tuesday afternoon. They will give a special program of exerwere instructed in the setting out of | cises and an exhibition of hand work
rose bushes by an expert who demon- j for parents and friends. May 31. The
strated his work. Lunch was served, j public is cordially invited.
Those who attended were Capt. and : There will be no regatta in Camden !
Mrs. J. E. Creighton, Mr. and Mrs. this year. On account of the depresEllis Copeland. Miss Margaret G. ' sion it was deemed wise to dispense
Ruggles, Miss Hortense Wilson. Mrs. with it for this season. The event will
F. J. Overlock. Mrs. Cora Currier, j be greatly missed, but with present
Mrs. R. O. Elliot, Mr. and Mrs. L. H 1 conditions throughout the country,
Dunn, Mrs. L. Bliss Gillchrest, Mrs. : it seemed the wise thing to do.
A. J. Elliot. Mrs. Charles Shorey, Miss |
....
Christine Moore, Mrs. Avis Brasier.
Death of Fred O. Young
A. S. Nelson of Brookline, MassNews has been received of the
owner of the yacht Bantam, has been
at the Knox Hotel several days. He death last Sunday of Fred O. Young
the noted penman of San Francisco,
returned Wednesday.
Victor Creighton and mother of a native of Lincolnville, which brings
Lanesville, Mass., called at H. B. sorrow not only to his relatives, but
Shaw's Tuesday, also Mr. and Mrs. to many friends and former pupils.
Ford Davis and Mr. and Mrs. Man Funeral services will be held at his
ville Davis of Monhegan and Mr. and old home in Lincolnville Sunday at
Mrs. Carter and daughter Ethelyn of 2 o'clock, Rev. H. I. Holt officiating.
Round Pond.
CAMDEN GIRL WON IT
• ♦ • *
At the Sunday morning service of
Camden. May 17.
the Baptist Church the choral choir Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
will be assisted by a few members of
It was incorrectly stated in your
former choirs in singing old favorites; Saturday issue that Phyllis Snowman
Worship the Lord. Concone; Come had attained the highest honor in
To Our Hearts (Whispering Hope) typing at Rockland Commercial Col
arranged by Macy; Memories of lege. This credit should have been
Galilee, Dr. H. B. Palmer. In the eve given to Miss Lena Kettunen, one
ning the junior choir will sing "From of our Camden girls, who was the
Every Stormy Wind.” Miss Margaret first to graduate from that school,
McMillan of Rockland will play the and Mrs. Sargent gave her the honor
violin obligato and also an offertory of being the first to attain a speed of
solo.
75 words per minute by passing an
The American Legion Auxiliary will official Woodstock typewriting test.
handle the sale this year of the red This girl has worked hard to attain
paper poppies made by the disabled that speed and no other girl should
soldiers at Togus. and will make a
justified in getting that credit
general canvas of the town Accord- that another gir, owns.
ing to a recent ruling of the National
Florence Kingsbury.
Department all money received from
the poppy sales is available for local
HOPE
welfare work, and it is hoped that the
Auxiliary may have the generous sup- :
-------port of the townspeople. Wearing
Last Sundaj- R. L. Thorndike enone of these emblems in your button- tertained Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wenthole serves two worthy purposes—it worth of Rockport, Miss Helen
aids the ex-service men who make Mitchell, teacher, of West Rockport
the poppies, it being in many cases and Russeli Francis of Boston, at his
the only way they can work for their attractive Shewannabeck Cabin on
own support and also enables the Hobbs' Pond. The geniality of the
Auxiliary to respond to calls for help host, coupled with the interesting
here in town.
natural beauty of the estate, made
Rev. Willard H. Palmer, assistant the day memorable for the favored
superintendent of the Congrega group.
L. P. True was able to take a ride
tional Conference of Maine, will be
the speaker at the Sunday morning last Sunday following his accident of
a few weeks ago.
service of the Federated Church.
Sundaj’ brought out a number of
Mrs. L. G. Copeland has some very
attractive geraniums and tulips for motor boat enthusiasts and Hobbs
Pond was a busy place. Many of the
Memorial Day.
Last Saturday morning as Charles camps were occupied for the day.
Mrs. Amy Wadsworth attended thj
C. McDonald was grooming the drug
store in readiness for the day, he funeral of her friend Mrs. Mahoney
called the correspondent’s attention in Lincolnville last week.
Noiv that Memorial Day is near,
to the fact that it was his 38th an
niversary in business. Charles is do not omit that visit to the cemetery
still going strong as a business man j to put the lot in good condition for
and baseball fan.
I the season.
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HOUSE PAINT

COSTS

COMFORT

LESS

per job per year

;

WANTED

!

CASTORIA

SITUATIONS
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$*

LIVE STOCK
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»
♦ Summer Cottages *

EGGS AND CHICKS

;

REAL ESTATE

AUTOMOBILES

\

♦

POULTRYMEN,
ATTENTION!

Water Pipe Laying

MISCELLANEOUS

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

Crie Hardware Co.

ISH/AISFRYIU

i EMBALMINGS
MOTOR AHBUIAMl

RHEUMATISM

You Wi/I Be
More Attractive

USED

I
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Every-Other-Day

r
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A WORD ABOUT

1
a,,j.

No guarantee, expressed or implied, can honestly be made by any

person, in any store, that Seeds will positively grow. Productivity is
But listen!

Isn't it reasonable to as

sume that your chances for good results are greatly improved . . .
IF you

Buy Your Seeds
of a Seed Store
it.

K. & W. Seeds are QUALITY Seeds . . . have had
that reputation for 74 years. Thousands buy K. & W.
Quality Seeds annually—Have for generations.
We feel confident you will appreciate our way of
doing business in Seeds, Agricultural, Poultry and
Dairy Needs.

ASK
ABOUT
OUB
FREE
SEEDS
OFFER!

PRICES, THE LOWEST IN YEARS
have been made on K. & W. Quality Seeds. Y'ou are sure to find

just what you want in our prime stock. Buy NOW, while all lines
arc complete.

FLOWER
VEGETABLE

SEEDS

GARDEN
FIELD

BULBS, SHRUBS, PLANTS, ETC.
If you cannot conveniently call, write for Seed and General Catalog

Get a Square Deal In Seeds

TRADE WITH
FARM. DAIRY

oTd

1932
POULTRY SUPPLIES — SttCS~“

‘hWftnyii/iimio
FEDERAL and

TE.MPLC.

STS..

PORTLAND

MAINE

Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau
.J..J.

Come to Portland Week-Ends
Special Week-End Rates

at

THE EASTLAND
Room for two persons at the price of one person
Friday, Saturday and Sunday

REGULAR ROOM RATES REDUCED

40%
Room With Bath,As Low' As $6.60 per week
49*60

The Ideal Hotel for You in BOSTON
Is The New

MANGER

George T. Cavanaugh, Mgr.

At North Station
DIRECT ENTRANCE FROM B. & M. DEPOT

AU Transit Facilities at Door

500 Rooms

HOSPITALITY
Each Room equipped with a Tub and Shower - - Built-in
Radio Speaker (Three Station Set vice) - - Tickless Electric
Clock - - Servidor - - Circulating Ice Water - - French
Telephone - - Full Length Mirror.
New England's Most Modcrnly Equipped
and Perfectly Appointed Hotel....................

Dining Room, CoffeeJShop, Oyster Bar, and Soda
Fountain offer wide variety of food and service
RATES—ROOM AND BATH
For One—$2.50 up. For Two—$4 00 up
Write for Descriptive Literature
Hotel Manger, North Station, Boston, Mass.

53*137

j

J..J..T.AA.S AAA4.4.
AAA
AAA AAA AAa..Sa»g. •!••!*'7
.*.4.4.4.4.4.

! Miss Lawrence. A loaf of yeast
Agricultural
Six pruning and grafting demon bread will be made; cinnamon,
strations were given by the Exten Parker House and four leaf clover
j rolls will be prepared.
sion Service last week. In Bunker Hill
• • * •
at the orchard of Marshall Moody 30
A good paste for wall paper or oil
Mclntoshes that have been grafted ' cloth is three cups flour, one cup
three and four years were gone over, salt, sifted together. Wet with cold
pruned and treated for canker. The water until a smooth paste is formed,
scions are going to blossom this year i then pour on boiling water until it
and there should be a good crop of makes about four quarts. Let It
apples. Mr. Moody is well known in come to a good boil, stirring con
Lincoln County as an orchardist who stantly, cool and use. If it seems too
produces good apples. He will start i thick, thin with cold water. This
his spraying schedule this week with ! can be kept for several days in a
the pre-pink. This will be followed cool place.
♦ ♦ ♦ »
later by pink and then there will be
about four more sprays. Lime sulphur When the temperature goes to 50
degrees, look out for clothes moths.
and arsenate of lead are used.
To be effective, about a pound of
The Barred Rock flock of Luther napthalene or paradichlorobenzene
Carney of Sheepscott is still going crystals is needed for the ordinary
strong at the egg laying contest at [ sized trunk or box.
• • ♦ •
Highmoor farm. Last week the ten
This
is
the
season
for the fabric
birds tied the pen of R. I. Reds owned
by George Treadwell of Spencer, hat. Light weight twills and wool
Mass., with 65 points. The Rocks laid crepes, silk crepes, taffeta, calico,
printed silk crepes, and suede cloth
63 eggs and the Reds 61.
are all used in small hats, such as
* • • •
hats with narrow brims,
Calvin Elwell of Orff's Corner, a turbans,
berets. Tuckings, seamings, stitched
4-H Club boy, has an eighth of an brims and sectional crowns are found
acre of woodland which he is thinning in these small fabric hats.
and pruning.
• • • •
» • • •
News of 4-H Clubs
Henry Beston of Nobleboro, well
known writer of Cape Cod stories, has
Judging champions so far in May
started a small orchard at his sum are: Arthur Gould, North Whitefield,
mer home. Fourteen trees were set garden; Mary Tobin, North Whiteout this year.
field, sewing; Elmer Tarr, New Har
• • • •
bor, garden; Helen Law, Whitefield,
Tween River Farms of Dresden are sewing.
* ♦ * •
planning several acres of certified seed
potatoes this year. They also have
Dorothy Morton of East Union is
several bushels of tuber unit stock the second club member in the coun
that will be used on their seed plot.
ty to report a new club uniform.
♦ o • *
* • • *
The schedule of County Agent
Mary Edgerly of Aina has made
Wentworth for the coming week is yeast bread 26 times this year. Mary
pruning and grafting. Friday at J. F. is taking the cooking and housekeep
Calderwood's and George Cameron’s, ing and sewing projects this year.
• * • «
Union; Saturday at James Calder
wood's and F. M. Johnson's, Waldo
Marjorie Orff, a member of Jeffer
boro. The meetings are scheduled for son Cheerio Club has darned more
3 and 1.30 standard. Monday there than 45 pairs of stockings.
• * * «
will be a demonstration given on
building feed hoppers and open air
Sunny Side Up Club of Waldoboro
shelter at Herbert Cunningham’s in plans to make muffins for a Judging
Washington. Wednesday, Thursday contest at next meeting. Herbert
and Friday calls will be made on dem- Oldis, proprietor of Medomak The
.nstrators and cooperators in Damar atre, has offered theatre tickets as
iscotta, Bunker Hill and West Aina. At i prizes for the two girls who make the
7.30 Wednesday night there will be a best muffins.
• • ♦ •
mreting of thr Boys’ 4-H Club at Nor
ris Waltz', Damariscotta. The boys
Meetings of 4-H Clubs are being
are working on candling and grading held this week in Jefferson, Damar
eggs. At 4 p. m. Thursday, there will iscotta Mills, New Harbor, St. George,
be a meeting of the Damariscotta Friendship, North Whitefield and
Mil's Boys' 4-H Club on gardening at South Thomaston.
♦ ♦ • ♦
the home of Mrs. Annie Plummer.
“Many are called but few are
chosen” is the basis of a plan being
With the Homes
used by 35 Maine poultrymen now
Miss Edna Cobb, State home man engaged in improving the quality of
agement specialist, will be in Lincoln their flocks. These 35 poultrymen
County May 24 to conduct a home fur have 87 individual breeding pens
which comprise 1082 birds, according
nishings meeting in Whitefield at Mrs. ■ to H. L. Richardson, extension poul
Eva Blair's home. Suggestions will be try specialist, who, w’th the county
given on selection of curtains, wall agents in each county, is supervispaper and arrangement of furniture. ’ ing the breeding work. These 1082
Other meetings are to be held on this birds from which chicks are being
same subject next week by Miss ! pedigreed during the present hatchLawrence, home demonstration agent j ing season were selected by trap
—Wednesday in Dresden at Mrs. nests from 8000 hand picked pullets
Nellie M. Carleton’s home; Appleton, housed last fall.
Following are
Thursday; Hope, Friday.
poultry breeders in Knox and Lin
• • • *
coln Counties who are engaged in
Maids of Maine 4-H Club of Port pedigree poultry breeding: F. M.
Clyde are to meet at Mrs. Gertrude Piper. Rockland; H. L. Keller. West
Hupper's Saturday for a bread dem Rockport; Maynard Kenney, Thom
onstration which is to be given by aston; L. E. Carney, Sheepscott.

APPLETON RIDGE

Hotel

Something to think about

— And The —

SEEDS
beyond human agency.

With the Extension Agents

J

Miss Lizzie Fuller is ill from a se
vere cold.
Miss Grace Wentworth of Searsmont spent Friday and a part of Sat
urday with Miss Lucy Moody.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Moody have as
guest Mrs. Mdody’s mother.
Mr. and Mrs. Smith and daughter
Evangeline of South Orrington were
guests Sunday at A. G. Pitman's.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Newbert and
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Stanley and
daughter were recently in Bangor.
Appleton village and Burkettville
grammar schools played baseball on
the village grounds Friday afternoon.
Score 25 to 22 in favor of Burkcttville.
Rev. and Mrs. Watson and son, Mr.
and Mrs. Neale and daughter and
Gladys Philbrook were in Belfast
and Rockland Saturday.
Among the shopjiers in Rockland
Saturday were several from this
town, Miss Maude Fuller, Miss Ruth
Arrington, Mrs. Lula Williamson,
Mrs. Elizabeth Sprowl, Earl Sprowl
and others .
Mrs. Gertrude Moody, Mrs. Laura
Fuller, Mrs. Ethel Moody. Mrs.
Esther Moody and Miss Alice Moody
were Saturday visitors in Bangor.
The Brown family attended the
movie, “Way Back Home,” with Seth
Parker, Saturday evening in Cam
den.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Towle re
turned to Palmer, Mass., Sunday
having spent a week's vacation at
their home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Moody and
son Warren and Mrs. Gertrude
Moody were guests Sunday of rela
tives in Augusta.
Appleton High School graduation
Lakes place May 27 at Riverside hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Grover and
daughter of Rockland were visitors
Sunday at B. L. Whitney's.

Hawaiian guitar. A dance followed
with music by Mrs. Helen Johnson,
piano and Principal Neale, clarinet.
Ice cream and soda were on sale.
These occasions are always much
enjoyed, having been an annual fea
ture for several years past. A. H. S.
has been the winner of the cups four
times: E. Donald Perry. 1927; Robert
Perry, 1928; Ruth Moody, 1929; and
Virginia Davis, 1930.

EAST WASHINGTON
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Leigher and
daughter Geneva were callers Satur
day on Mrs. Clara Overlock.
Elwin Fitch attended Grange at
West Waldoboro last Thursday eve
ning.
Albion Maddocks was at C. E.
Overlock’s Saturday.
The dance at Light's Pavilion last
Friday evening was largely attended
and a good time enjoyed.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Bowley of Roslindale and Lowell Bowley of East
Union were visitors Sunday at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Over
lock.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Rokes of
North Burkettville visited her par
ents Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Light Sun
day.
A Virginia man has succeeded in
crossing a cabbage with an onion.
What will he name the cigar?—Life.

They know Irom where it comes and who makes it. Then,
75 years of malting experience is behind every 3 lbs.

in the big red can. It comes from the largest plant of

its kind in the world . . . Sold and used everywhere.

Budweiser
BM-59

MALT

She Reduced 38
Pounds The Safe Way

This is just one of hundreds of let
ters we get every month—Kruschen
not only causes you to lose fat but
while you are losing it you gain in
health—in vivaciousness—you lose fat
where fat Is most prominent and at
the same time keep stomach, liver,
kidneys and bowels functioning
naturally.
D. L. McCarty or any drugstore in
i the world will sell you a jar of Krusj chen for a trifling sum—take one-halt
teaspoonful in a glass of hot water
j every morning—go light on fatty
; meats, potatoes and sweets. But for
your health's sake demand and get
Kruschen Salts—imitations are nu
merous. It’s the little dally dose that
1 does it.

ST. LOUIS

ANHEUSER-BUSCH

- Our plant it open to the public for intpeetion deity except Sundeyt end holideyt

ROCKPORT

WHITE HEAD

Capt. Mark W. Calderwood is con
fined to his home by illness.
Orlando Richards returned Wed
nesday to Ashland. N. H.. after hav
ing been in town to attend the fu
neral services of his brother-in-law.
Charles Prince.
Leslie Porter has severed his con
nection with the local Brookside
Store and returned to Camden. The
vacancy has been filled by Stanley
Payson who was formerly employed
in New York.
Mrs. William A. Paul who ap
peared to be recovering satisfactorily
from her recent illness suffered a
relapse last week and is again con- j
fined to her bed.
The residence of Jesse Wentworth
is being re-painted.
Mrs. Edgar P. Shibles will enter
tain the Farm Bureau Friday at her
home on Beech street. The meeting
will begin at 10.30 daylight time.
The subject for discussion, “Cold
Dishes for Hot Days” will be of
special interest Just at this season
of the year, and it is expected that
a large percentage of the members
will be present. Dinner at noon with
Mrs. Mae Spear and Mrs. Shibles
in charge.
Everything is in readiness for the
three-act operetta, “The Snow
Queen, or Kay and Gerda" to be
presented Friday evening at Town
hall by the pupils of the East Side
grades from the sub-primary to the
sixth inclusive, under the direction
Of their teachers, Mrs. Wilma
Rhodes, Mrs. Clara Lane and Miss
Mildred Graffam. The cast will in
clude as leading characters: Gerda,
Beatrice Lane; Kay, Lyle Noyes;
Gerda's
Grandmother.
Phyllis
Crockett; Kay's Mother, Elizabeth
Lane: Snow Queen. Arlene Tominskl; Witch, Jennie Turner; Ragman,
Curtis Weed; Robber Captain, Ken
neth Daucett; Robber Girl, Lucille
Dean. The choruses will be made up
of snowflakes, angels, urchins, vari
ous flowers, butterflies, etc., with
beautiful and unique costumes.
Mrs. O. P. Jackson and Mrs. Edith
Overlock were in charge of the pic
nic supper which preceded the regu
lar meeting of Harbor Light Chap
ter Tuesday evening. The chapter
will furnish the' banquet for the
R. H. S. alumni when the annual
meeting occurs June 13.

Word has been received here that
Capt. L. R. Dunn, formerly officer in
charge at White Head and recently
captain of the coast guard cutter
Macinac of Boston, has been trans
ferred as officer in charge to the
Isles of Shoals coast guard station.
Mr. and Mrs. Milledge Randall are
receiving congratulations on the birth
of a daughter May 16, at their home
at SpruceTIead.
L. B. Beale, M. M. 1st class, report
ed for duty Sunday after a 19-day
furlough.
Mrs. Clyde Grant was a recent
overnight guest of Mrs. A. J. Beale at
the lighthouse.
Lighthouse tender Ilex was at the
station May 13 with Inspector Samp
son on board, for the annual spring
inspection.
Melrose Kent of Jonesport is guest
of his cousin Vincent Alley at the
lighthouse.
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Mann and
daughter of Two Bush Light were
ashore for several days last week at
Spruce Head.
Capt. Leland Mann of Two Bush
Light spent last weekend at his home
in Spruce Head.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Kelley of the
coast guard, Mrs. A. J. Beale ana Mr.
and Mrs. G. L. Alley of the lighthouse.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Faulkingham.
coast guard and Mrs. H. W. Andrews
of Norton's Island , were Rockland
visitors Saturday.
A party of Rockland people were
visitors at the coast guard station
Sunday afternoon and were pleas
antly entertained by Capt. and Mis.
E. M. Mills.
Mrs. R. H. Carr and Mrs. J. L.
Drinkwater of Rockland came to
White Head after the ball game Sun
day and were overnight guests of
Mrs. E. M. Mills at her cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Carter,
B.M.C.G. here, were overnight visit
ors in Rockland last Friday during
24 hours liberty.
Mr. and Mrs. Lindley Goff, son
P'chard and Mlsi Eleanor Beale of
Westbrook spent a few hours at the
light with their mother Sunday.
They motored down with Mr. and
Mrs. Stanley Goff and son Stanley.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Kelley and sons
who have been on a motor trip to
Jonesport, have returned home. They
also visited Mrs. Kelley's uncle and
aunt, Capt. and Mrs. A. G. Maker
at West Quoddy Head Station and

CLARK ISLAND

“I have been taking Kruschen Salts
for 4 months and I think they are
wonderful. I am 32 years old and 5
ft. 2 in. tall. I was very faL I weighed
165 lbs. and now I weigh 127 lbs. and
• * » «
feel fine. If I let up taking the Salts
one morning I feel lazy and heavy.”
Appleton High Speaking Contest
The speaking contest of A. H. S. Mrs. Florence Loftus, Boston.

was held Friday evening at River
side hall with a very large attend
ance. Much credit is due all those
taking part. Faustina Brown, Olive
Gushee, Gladys Philbrook, Ruth
Mitchell, Earle Griffin, Walter
Sprowl, Richard Meservey and
Charles Ward. Those chosen to
compete for the cup at Liberty next
Friday evening were Faustina Brown
and Charles Ward. The judges were
Rev. Mr. Moyle and the high school
principal and assistant, all of Union.
A duet “In the Hush of Starlight”
was rendered by Mrs. Robert Perry
and Miss Stanley with Mrs. Alice
Watson accompanist, also "My Isle
of Golden Dreams," by Mrs. Perry,
Miss Stanley accompanying on the

Exacting and hard-to-please buyers use Budweiser Malt.

As Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Hart were
recently returning home from Mar
tinsville a big bull moose jumped
out in front of their car.
Funeral services for John T. Wil •
Hams were held at his home Wednes
day afternoon of last week, conducted
by Rev. Milton R. Kerr of Tenant's
Harbor and members of I.O.O.F.
Lodge, and had large attendance.
The flowers were beautiful and in
cluded a wreath from the Paving
Cutters Union, wreath from the Odd
Fellows, wreath from John Meehan
& Son and pillow from the family.
The bearers were Charles Baum.
William Ellis. J. R. Williams. Peter
McCourtie. Mrs. Williams' brother
Malcolm and Mr. and Mrs. William
Williams of Stonington, George Wil
liams of Rockland and James Wil
liams of South Thomaston were in
town for the funeral. Mr. Williams
had recently lost his only sister Mrs.
Anna Hodgkins of England, also a
niece there. Neighbors and friends
had done all that helping hands could
do.
Mr. and Mrs. William M. Williams
have returned to their home in
Quincy. Mass., after being called
home by the death of his father,
John T. Williams.

TREMONI

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Marston at
West Quoddy Head Light, formerly of
White Head Light.
Mrs. Andrew Flower and nephew
Charles Howard of Beverly, Mass.,
motored here one day last week and
were weekend guests of Mrs. J. K.
Lowe at Spruce Lodge. Mrs. Lowe
returned to Massachusetts with them
for a fortnight's visit with relatives.
Miss Helena Andrews of Norton's
Island is at White Head for a visit
of several days. M
Mrs. George Snow of Spruce Head
is the guest of Mrs. Clifford Elwell
at her cottage.
Lawrence Norton of the Burnt
Island coast guard was a recent guest
of friends at White Head Light.

The Underwood factory boats ara
being put in readiness for the sea
son.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Albee arrived
last Saturday from Fort Lauder
dale, Fla., to spend the summer aX
Bernard.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Pevear are in
Bluehill for the summer.
Mrs. Charlotte Norwood and Mrs.
Sarah Kittredge attended the Con
gregational State conference in
Auburn as delegates from the
Tremont church.
Mrs. Clarence Smith returned to
her home in Bernard Tuesday from
I the Mount Desert Island Hospital
where she underwent an appendicitis
operation.
SEARSMONT
I Mrs. Harry Albee has been visiting
1 her parents Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin
Educational Sunday will be ob Sukeforth in Rockland.
B. B. Reed of Rockland was in
served at the M. E. Church May 22.
The baccalaureate sermon will ba town for a few days recently.
preached to the members of the
The reason this country does not
graduation class. All citizens are
cordially invited, especially the par belong to the Indians, now is because
j pioneers didn't sit and' wait for the
ents, pupils and teachers.
Government to solve their problems.
The grammar school team played —Los Angeles Times.
in Belfast Saturday, scoring 17-3
being their second game of the sea
son.
The Ladies' Aid will hold a church
supper May 24, and the funds will be
used for repairs on the church.
F. A. Dunton is building a barn at
what was formerly known as the
Mary Keen place and recently
bought by Charles Bryant. Water is
also being piped into the house.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Miller spent
Sunday with their daughter in Port
land.
At a field meet held Saturday at
Monroe Fair Grounds. Harold Wing
of Searsmont High School won the
100-yard dash. 11 1-5 seconds. He
also won the 220-yard dash in 24 sec
onds, breaking the former meet rec
ord of 27 seconds, tying the State
Perfectly blended—then '
record, and making the best time
any one in the State has made this
ripened by Time.
year. Finally he won the running
broad jump with a leap of 16 feet,
714 inches. The 15 points he made
by taking these three first places,
gave him the highest individual score
of the meet and gained him a silver
GINGER ALE
track shoe as a trophy besides the
three pennants won in the events.
that EXTRA something
His single handed effort placed
Searsmont High third In the meet
out of six schools. E. W. Rattcor,
coach.

Clicquot Club

VERA: I’ll never play cards again—
I’m so ashamed of my “dishpan hands.”

PAT: Mine used to look
worse than yours!
VERA: What in the world did you
f

JL

do?—Yours look so exquisite now—

PAT: Just used Lux for
dishes instead of ordinary
soap. It takes away all
that dishpan redness
and it works so fast, too!

IlJX for dishps
lua ior uisnei*

..."

Loyelyl,ands for

/<•„/*<»„ i< <» <Lv
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THE THREE LEADERS WON

A VARIETY OF

FOR THIS WEEK’S
SHOPPING LIST

ROASTING PORK

lb 12k

CUTS

NATIVE VEAL IS THE LOWEST IN MANY YEARS

VEAL

ROOSTERS
Pound

Boneless Roast,

lb 18c

Rump Roast,

lb 12c

18c
JL VJV,

Shanks for stew, lb 05c

BACON, 2 lbs. 25c

Boneless Stewing, lb 18c

FANCY FOWL
Pound
!■*
25c

lb 25c

Steak,

SPARERIBS, Ib. 10c

Lean Stewing Beef, 2 lbs 25c Lean Hamburg,
Pork Chops,
2 lbs 25c Pig’s Liver,
Boneless Pot Roast, (
Ib 18c Chuck Roast,
FANCY BRISKET
AND
THICK RIB

2 lbs 25c
4 lbs 25c
lb He

C()R1Fed beef -1[7 c

CORNED MIDDLE RIB

Pound 8c

FISH

FRUIT & VEGETABLES

Native Alewives,
4 for
Freshly Corned Hake, lb
Skinned Flounders,
lb
Fresh Salmon,
lb
Fresh Scallops,
lb
Fish Sticks,
lb

10c
12c
15c
35c
29c
15c

Fancy Shrimp,
2 cans 25q,
Fancy Tuna Fish,
can 25c
Native Slack Salted Cod, lb 10c
Kippered Snacks,
can 05c

Texas Onions,

6 Ibs 25c

Native Rhubarb,

3 lbs 25c

Fancy Ripe Tomatoes, 3 lbs
Native Potatoes,
bushel
Florida Oranges,
dozen
Fancy Asparagus, bunch
Fancy Cucumbers,
3 for
Fancy String Beans, 3 qts
Seedless Grapefruit, 3 for
California Oranges, dozen

stoTF

PEERLESS
FLOUR

SCAN THIS LIST

Oc/C

Graham Flour,
5 lb bag 17c
Ivory Salt,
2 packages 15c
Three Crow Vanilla,
bottle 27c
Spaghetti with Tomato Sauce 3 can 25c
3 packages 29c
Shredded Wheat,
Tomato Ketchup, 2 large bottles 29c
large package 21c
Lux,
Rinso,
large package 21c
qt. 29c; pints 16c
Grape Juice,
large can 29c
Fruits for Salad,
Fancy Blueberries, 2 Nn. 2 cans 29c
3 Nn. 2 cans 29c
Tomatoes,
3 cans 29c
Bantam Corn,
3 cans 29c
Wax or Green Beans,
2 jars 19c
Gibbs Jelly, assorted,
2 —5 lb boxes 19c
Ice Cream Salt,
3—8 oz. cans 25c
Orange Juice,

dozen 21c

Garden Seed Electric Bulbs Tobacco

69c

24’/2 lb. Bag
Fully Guaranteed To Sat'sfy

GOLD MEDAL CAKE FLOUR
One Full Size Package LAtL 9Q„
One 16 oz. Package
DOM £ii/C
1 qt. Pure Maple Syrup L iL
1 pkg. Pancake Flour
DOM

Fresh Native Eggs,

29c
59c
29c
29c
29c
25c
25c
29c

Cooked Corned Beef, lb 25c
Minced Ham,

Luncheon Loaf,

Bologna,

Frankforts,

CHEESE SPECIAL
PIMENTO

VELVEETA

1-2 Lb
Pkgs
A Good Place

To Trade

Control Of It Directed B.v Former
Rockland Boy — Season’s Work
Begun

Work in the control of the white
pine blister rust is getting under way
this week, according to Walter O.
Frost of the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture, who is co-oper
ating with the Maine Forestry Service
in combatting this menace to one of
the State’s great resources. Tlie
control measures are being carried
on in the lower twelve counties of
Maine in those towns that appropri
ated funds at their recent town meet
ings.
It appears that the blister rust
fighters will be able to accomplish as
much and perhaps more, than they
did last year, as about the same
amount of money has been raised for
the 1932 campaign as in past years.
The actual control work is being done
by crews of five and six men, work
ing under thc supervision of various
district agents. The fruiting stage
of the disease, with its brilliant
orange colored fruiting bodies on the
bark of infected trees, is already
much in evidence in some areas.
Careful control has definitely
checked this tree plague, with one
of the most important steps being
the removal of all cultivated and wild
species of gooseberry and currant
bushes, as the blister rust spreads by
means of these plants.

The district meeting of the Junior Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Clubs of the Maine Federation of
There have been two articles writ
Music Clubs which takes place in ten for your paper that were very
Rockland at Camden; St. George at
this city Saturday promises to be a interesting to me, as they carped me
Thomaston; ar.d Vinalhaven vs. Lin
j most interesting affair, with sessions back to fond recollections of youth
coln Academy in Rockland, two
opened to the public gratis.
spent under the influence of that in
games, first starting at 2 o'clock.
The morning session at the High dustry. It carries me back as far as
4 0 * *
School auditorium at 11 o’clock has I can remember of being initiated in
The League Standing
Carol Gardner, representing the Har helping to carry on the work.
It is now increasingly apparent
mony Club, hostess club, as spokes
My father owned one of the six
that the cup race is going to be
man. These clubs will present "brief mills then operated in this placefought out by three teams in the first
reports: Beethoven Study Club and all sawing the old-fashioned flat
division, Thomaston, Rockland and
; Monday Music Club, Miss Caramae staves. Father, with his three boys,
j Bradford, counsellor, of Augusta; myself being the youngest by more
Vinalhaven. The standing:
I Junior Schubert Club. Mrs. Earl C. than four years, constituted the crew.
w
L
PC.
[Stubbs, counsellor, of Hallowell; Father did the sawing, my oldest
Thomaston ........ 4
1
.800
i Capitol Junior Music Club, Miss brother the edging, the next oldest
Rockland ............ 4
1
•800
• Caroline Fenno Chase. Augusta; the clearing out of the staves and
.750
Vinalhaven ........ 3
1
Chopin Club, Mrs. Ralph Hayden, slabs, while I was assigned to the
Lincoln .............. 1
3
-250
Thomaston High
Camden;
Toy Symphony. Mrs. lightest job of all—keeping the edg
.200
St. George .......... 1
4
ab r bh tb po a
Brackett.
Thomaston;
Rockland ings clear that came off Lhe staves, and
.200 i Morgan, rf ........ 2
Camden .............. 1
4
0.
0
Harmonica Band and Piano Stu right glad was this boy when the
4^44
11 0
, Grafton, c ......... 5
dents’ Club, Mrs. Ruth E. Sanborn, staves were edged eonomically, as
Othergames in the Knox and Lin- j pevler. 2b
5
Rockland; Junior Harmony Club. there existed, perhaps as with most
coin Leagueresulted
thus:
verge, cf ............... 4
Mrs. Leola Noyes. Rockland; and boys, a lazy streak in my make-up.
At St. George. Rockland 21, St. (I[cmey. 3b. p . .. 5
Senior Harmony Club, Mrs. Faith G.
However, there were other things
George 8.
i Johnson, If ....... 5
Berry, Rockland. Other clubs are to connected with these youthful experi
At Vinalhaven, Vinalhaven 8, Cam- Keefe, ss ........... 4
be represented although their regis ences, that make that old millsite,
den 0.
Simmons, p, 3b 4
tration is not yet received.
now abandoned, one of the loveliest
[Henderson, lb .. 4
In conjunction with these reports spots in my memory. The stream on
Vinalhaven High and Lincoln
_
a program will be presented, em
Academy will play a double-header
38 15 13 19 27 9 4 bracing chorus singing; numbers by which the mill was situated abounded
with trout, and scarcely a day passed
at Community Park Saturday after
Lincoln Academy
; the Boys’ Band, directed by H. E. that we did not catch enough for a
noon, commencing at 2 o'clock. The
e
Kirkpatrick;
numbers
by
the
Junior
Islanders hope to increase their penab r bb tb P°
fry for a large family and some to
0 High School Girls' Glee Club, Miss give to others. Not only were they
nant chances by winning both, but Rfcci’
............. 5 1 0 0 0
0
Elizabeth
Hagar
conducting,
using
one never can tell.
! Elliot, c ............. 3 0 0
3 the numbers which won for them caught with hook and line, but when
....
Nelson, ss ....... 4
0 I first honors in the State school Glee the mill was in operation there was
.
.
i Plummer, lb ..... 3
Club contest in Camden last Friday; a back eddy across which we boys
Thomaston 15, Lincoln 8
R. Hall, cf ......... 5
numbers by the Thomaston High built a stone dam. The fish were
Thomaston High cut another notch Tukey, p ........ 4
School Orchestra, Miss Alcada Hall, carried by the current around be
in its victory stick yesterday by de- Hatch, p .....
conductor, this orchestra also being hind the dam, and when the water
feating Lincoln Academy 15 to 8. It g Hall, p, rf
a State winner in its class, and selec was shut off the trout were taken out
was a free-hitting free-error contest, Merrifield. 2b
tions by the Waterville Sentinel Or with leisure. All that is changed.
rather lacking in interest except in l. Simmons, 3b
There is now no trout taken from
chestra,
Howard Grey, leader.
the seventh inning when the visitors
that stream.
At
12.15
a
banquet
will
be
served
* * * *
| had advanced to within one score of
37 8 8 13 24 16 6
' a tie.
Thomaston .. 22200310 x—15 in The Thorndike grill with these
All those old mills are only things
patronesses
occupying
the
head
I Ifemey then replaced Simmons in Lincoln ......... 200013200—8
of memory and record. Alden Born
' the box and the change of speed Two-base hits, Johnson 2, Sim table: Mrs. Guy Gannett, president heimer was the first to install a
of
the
State
Federation;
Miss
Nellie
quite dazzled the boys from the neigh mons, Henderson, Plummer 2. Tukey
McCann, editor of the Junior Clubs cylinder sawing machine, which soon
boring county, and Tukey. who had Hall. Three-base hit.Grafton. Bases paper.
“The Appoggiatura:” Miss put the others out of commission.
made the second double of that on balls, off Simmons 1. off Ifemey Louise Armstrong. State junior coun Put the lime barrel business went on
inning, found himself left at second i. off Tukey 8. Struck out, by Sim- sellor; Miss Caroline Fenno Chase for many years. AS one of the arti
while "If" was fanning three of his mons 5. by Ifemey 6, by Tukey 2. Hit of Augusta; Mrs. Grover Knight, cles referred to said of that commun
compatriots. Of the nine men who by pitcher, Johnson. Henderson, Mrs. George B. Davis. Mrs. W. E. ity from which it was written, there
faced the Thomaston ace, only one Merrifield. Double plays Keefe and Morgan. Miss Seiders, Mrs. Ruth was a coopershop connected with
reached first, and that was on a pass, Henderson; Rail and Elliott. Um- George, Mrs. Earl Tibbetts of Hal every farmhouse, ours included.
and he died a sudden death when [ pires, Wotton of Rockland and Hall lowell, Mrs. Faith Berry, Miss Ade Here again father headed the busi
Nelson flied to Keefe in short field, ol Damariscotta. Scorer, Winslow.
laide E. Cross. Miss Caroline Little ness, making the barrels with his two
field. Mrs. Ralph Havden. Mrs. Leola youngest boys having their assigned
Noyes, Mrs. R. C. Wentworth, Mrs. parts. My job was to mark the size
NORTH WALDOBORO the home of their grandfather last Phiibrook.
Miss Elizabeth Hagar, of the heads with the compasses and
J Thursday.
Hall. Mrs. E. L. Toner. Mrs. peg them together. The heads were
A. W. Winchenbach and George Mr. and Mrs. George Gracie and Miss
Fsther Rogers, Miss Miller and Mrs. j cut around with a hatchet and pared
Flanders were recently Rockland three children spent the weekend
to the mark with a shave. Pretty
: with his mother Mrs. Clara Gracie. Perry.
visitors.
nf Pnrt 1 At 2.15 at the Universalist vestry a slow and hard work compared with
Several members of Maple Grange *r' ,nd Mrs ? , Fi/naLn
n’f Pegram wiU be resented. which will present facilities of putting them toattended Pomona Saturday at iand and Mrs. J. J. Flanagan of ,
Qf thp promising gether with copper staples, then giv
Bunker Hill.
Bangor were callers Monday at '! musical talent developing among the ing them a turn in a machine, when
Mrs. Frohick of Winslow's Mills Mank’s and C. W. Mank's.
the head is ready for the barrel.
children of the State:
has been passing a few days with
There was speedboat racing al I Selections
In the olden days hauling the bar
Belle Sprague.
Harmonica Band
rels to market was mostly done with
Foster Mank and family were in Seven Tree Pond last Sunday.
Directed bv Mrs Sanborn. Rockland
Warren Sunday guests of Isa Teague. Mr. and Mrs. Allen Young and I Plano solo—Spinning Song. Elmenrelch ox-teams. It was usually planned to
go in groups, and here is where my
Mr. and Mrs. Will Vannah and i family were visitors at W. L. Grade's [
of Capitol j“ior Club Augusta
oldest brother worked in when a
Robert Fairbrother of Winslow's, Saturday.
Piano solos—Snrine Time Waltz
®unday at Mr. and Mrs. George Macomber of Orlgina!lec<unpositlons of Laura Meserve. boy. He did most of the teaming. It
was said of him that when but eleven
the M. E. Church in this place.
j A,lell,ta recently called on Georee
»ge ll years, also of the Capitol Club
Leslie Orff, son of Mr. and Mrs. [ ,1“
recently callea °n oeorge Saxophone goip-vaise Eroica .... weidotr years old he was sent with seven
Florence
Dean
other teams which took sometimes
T. L. Orff, is quite ill from rheumatic
y
Dorothv Harvey at the piano
two days to make the trip, Rockland
Junior Harmonv Club. Rockland
fever- He is attended by Dr. Pier- j------Piano solo—The Robin’s Return. Fischer being the destination. On the return
pont of Washington.
____
Virginia Pillsbury
trip the seven teamsters lay on their
Mr. Jordan of South Warren was^
Junior Schubert Club. Hallowell
Plano -Celtic Dance .................. Granger empty racks fast asleep, leaving
in town Monday,
FRIDAY-SAT
Dorothy Jones
•Wash" to manage these teams by
Mrs. Lavander Newbert
and
Junior Chopin Club. Camden
Violin solo—Memories ............... Cadman the many teams enroute in the oppo
[ daughter Mrs. Wooster of Rockland
Ruth Damery
site! direction. The driver of one
[ were at Geneva Eugley's Saturday.
also Junior Chopin Club. Camden
team that was met cried out:
Piano duet—Ma Patri
“For heaven sake, boy, help mc,
Dorothy Jones. Ruth Norton
also Junior Chopin Club
NORTH WARREN
for you are the only sober one among
Soprano solos—Wake Up ............. Phillips
The Night Wind .............. Bennett them!”
Children of the Moon ........ Warren
Mabel Crawford was in Rockland
When I became old enough tlie
Miss
Adelaide E. Cross, guest artist
last Saturday.
*
j Piano solo—Waltz in A-flat ...... Chopin handling of the goad was assigned to
Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Jameson called
me and numerous were the thrills ex
Ruth Dondis
Senior Harmony Club. Rockland
' on Miss Agnes Stevens Sunday.
perienced in the many trips made to
Two
piano
number
—
Forest
Idvlle.
Keller
They found her improved in health
Rcckland with an ox-team. I had a
Dorothy Harvey. Mrs. Sanborn
Piano Students’ Club. Rockland
and pleased to be in her own home
yoke to drive that seemed to know
Chorus
—
Morning
Invitation
i again.
Chopin Club and Senior Harmony Club nearly as much about that part of the
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Gray of RockMrs. Berry, conducting; Mrs. Havden at business as I did. If they had been
the piano
’ land were callers at Charles W.
started for home alone they would
Miss Cross, a graduate of New- have successfully reached there.
Mank's Sunday.
England Conservatory of Music, is
• • 4 *
Miss Ruth Lennox who Is taking
one of Rockland's sweetest sinters,
nurses training in Augusta, visited
On one occasion, as we were re
and her group will be heard with in turning home in the night, being
her sisters Josephine and Mildred at
and pleasure.
weary I lay down on the bottom of
You'll Be Shocked terest
The committee in charge is com the rack and fell asleep. When I
posed of Mrs. Ruth Sanborn. gener-> awoke the oxen had stopped. The
As Love Clashes
al chairman: Mrs. R. C. Wentworth, night was so dark I couldn't see my
banquet: Mrs. Ruth T. George, after hands before me. I gave the word for
With Revenae—
noon program: Mrs. Faith G. Berry, them to start. The wagon moved for
guest committee. All reservations a few feet and stopped again. On
for the banquet must be in by Fri making examination I found one of
day noon. Arrangements may be the oxen was missing. Going back a
made with Mrs. Wentworth.
few rods, fortunately my foot hit the
bow. But the ox! Where, oh where
FARMERS RISE EARLY
was he! Listening a moment I heard
I “I reckon," said the farmer, “that him browsing down in the woods.
j I get up earlier than anybody in th? There was no trouble getting him in
neighborhood. I am always up before commission. This incident happened
VICTOR
in what is known as "Fuller’s woods
3 o’clock in the morning."
Another feature that enters into
| The second farmer said he was al
ways up before then and had part [ my experience in connection with the
Sneakers,
69c 85c 98c
HELEN MACK
Rockland trips is by no means the
of the chores done.
The first farmer thought he was a least. Either going or coming home
Sandals, Childs
WILLIAM BAKEWELL
we often stopped for rest and refresh
liar and decided to find out.
1.50 to 2.50
A few mornings after he got up at ments at the home of a kind aunt
NOW PLAYING
2 o'clock and went to his neighbor's who lived in Warren. James Whit
comb Riley’s “Old Aunt Mary" for
RONALD COLMAN
house.
Boys’ Oxford Welts 3.00
in
He rapped on the back door and kindness had nothing on our “Aunt
Lizzie.” Where is the boy that could
“Arrowsmith'*
the woman of the house opened it.
Boys’ Mocassins with Taps
“Where is your husband?” asked forget kind words of encouragement
2.50
the farmer, expecting to find his backed up by something good from
the larder!
neighbor in bed.
In those days it was said a million
"He was around here early in the
All
Show9
on
Daylight
Time
—LADIES—
j morning,” answered his wife, "but I barrels were used in Rockland each
2.00, 6.45 , 8.45
year, which at a rough estimate would
Sport Oxfords,
Continuous Saturday, 2.15 to 10.45 don't know where he is now."—Hard- make a pile to reach from Waldoboro
‘ ware -Age.
to Rockland twenty feet high.
2.95 3.95 5.00
All that is now passed, but the
barrel industry is still booming.
Ghillie Ties
2.95 3.95
Burnheimer & Mank and the writer
operate their own mills for the manu
Ladies’ Sandals
facture of fruit and fish barrels.
These barrels are taken by truck to
3.50 3.95 5.00
the market where they are to be
IIow did the little touch of summer weather feel to you? It’s
used, one hundred or more at a load.
coming and you'd better be prepared with Summer Clothing. Best
Ladies’ Fabric Sandals
Many loads are taken sixty or seventy
quality ever and at Lowest Prices Ever!
miles distant.
Portland, Augusta
Cuban Heel
1.98
BOYS’ SHIRTS AND BLOUSES—high neek, long sleeves or low
Gardiner, Leeds, Winthrop, Mon
neck and short sleeves............... . ............................... 50c, 79c, $1.00
mouth, Aina, and Bowdoinham are
BOYS’ SCHOOL PANTS—big line at........................ $1.00, $1.50, $2.0#
some of the towns where the barrels
BOYS' SHORT PANTS—khaki, linen, crash ..................... 79c, S1.00
are sold. Fred Jones and E. G. Miller^
BOYS' KHAKI LONG PANTS—or Overall Pants
S1.00
are also connected with the business.
BOYS' SWEATERS ........................................................ S1.00, $1.69, $2 01
W. R. Walter
BOYS’ UNION SUITS ................. -.................. . ........................... 50c, 75c
North Waldoboro, May 16 .
and the runner was easily doubled.
Keefe was rather a busy chap, by the
way. accepting all of his eight chances
in the most difficult position on the
field.
Another busy player was Plummer,
the Lincoln first sacker, who accept
ed 13 chances, made a single, two
doubles and three scores. Merri
field played a very good game at sec
ond.
The contest lost favor with a group
of thrill-hunting High School girls,
who amazed the crowd by adjourning
to deep left field and indulging in
that good old game of leap frog.
j The score (of the ball game.):

Philadelphia
CREAM CHEESE
2 packages 29c

MARKET

PAPER FOLLOWS YOU

If you are a subscriber to
The Courier-Gazette and are
leaving home for any time, long
or short, let us mail the paper to
you during your absence. The
regular copy of the paper will
go to the home as usual. Just
telephone the address to the
offlce, or mail a card. The paper
will follow wherever you go, and
will stop on notice when you ar
rive home. There will be no
charge.

FRI.-SAT.

TODAY
SMITH and DALE
WINNIE LIGHTNER
CHARLES BUTTERWORTII

in
“MANHATTAN PARADE”

PAR
A Paramount Publix Theatre

whui
MIHSS1HH

NEW SALTED
PEANUTS
lb. 15c
2 Ibs. 25c

McLAGLEN

AYER’S

Head Cheese,

AMERICAN

WHITE PINE BLISTER

OLD BARREL DAYS

District Meetings In This City More About An Industry
Outcome Yesterday In School League—Rockland Has The
That Flourished In Knox
Saturday To Be An Im
Only Hard Game Saturday
portant Event
and Lincoln Counties
Saturday's Games

CHOICE

THE JUNIOR CLUBS

Evening Slippers Tinted
Any Shade To Match Your
Gown

MEN’S RUNNING PANTS—handsome patterns............ 30c, 39c, 50c
MEN’S ATHLETIC SHIRTS ...................................................... 39c, 50c
MEN'S SHIRTS AND DRAWERS ............................................. 50c, 75c
MEN’S UNION SUITS—cotton or silk ................................. S1.00, $1.90
MEN'S DRESS SHIRTS .............................................. S1.00, $1.50, >1.98
MEN'S FANCY SWEATERS .................................................. $2.00, $3 00
MEN'S KHAKI PANTS or OVERALL PANTS ...... S1.00, S1.50, $1.75
MEN’S WHITE FLANNEL PANTS ................................................. $5.03
We carry thc Largest and Best Line of Wash Suits in the city.
Come in and let us show them lo you. They are the handsomest
things you ever saw.

McLain Shoe Store
GOOD FOOTWEAR

ROCKLAND,

MAINE

WILLIS AYER J

CLAM SHUCKING RECORD

A new record in clam shucking has
been made by employes of the Burn
ham & Morrill Company at the Me
domak cannery. Twenty-six women
in six hours shucked 242 bushels of
the sea-food.

ASST. CHOCOLATES
22c Ib.

I

Lowest Price Yet

JELLY
M. M. SQUARES
19c lb.

PEANUT DAINTIES
39c lb.
TOASTED
MARSHMALLOWS
35c lb.
SALTED CASHEW
NUTS, 49c lb.
Candy Is Cheaper
at

Why suffer tortures from Rheuma
tism, Sciatica. Neuritis, Muscular
Lameness, Sprains and Bruises when
METHYL BALM
will bring almost instant relief?
JOHNSTON'S DRUG STORE
73 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND
Sent Post Paid on receipt of "rice
50 cents

CHISHOLM’S
CONFECTIONERS
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
18-Th-tf
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Every-Other-Day
Neighbors and other friends of Mrs.
Mary E. Long, now confined to .her
bed by illness are manifesting their
interest in and sympathy for the
aged woman, who at 81 has well
earned a reputation for many acts of
kindness in her community.

Miss Evelyn Pietroski left Tuesday
for Boston where she will take a
nurses training course in the Talitha
Cumi hospital in Jamaica Plain.

Mrs. Zebedee Simmons entertained
at a birthday bridge and luncheon
Tuesday afternoon. Mrs. Victoria
Mrs. Newton Legage, who under Clements of Medford, Mass., Mr
went a major operation at Knox Florabelle Allen, Mrs. Elizabeth Babb.
In addition to personal notes regard
Mrs. N. L. Witham was hostess to Hospital Tuesday, was resting com Mrs. Harvey Crowley, all of Soutii
ing departures and arrivals, this depart the Chummy Club Tuesday evening.
fortably at latest report.
Thomaston.
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. Honors in bridge fell to Mrs. Pearl
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be Look and Mrs. Emerson Sadler.
Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper, Mrs. Leola
Mrs. Edith Duncan was called Mon
gladly received.
Rose, Mrs. Walter H. Spear and Mrs. day to Lincolnville by the death oi ]!
TELEPHONE ............ _........... 770 or 794
The Tuesday Night Bridge Club ] Earl McIntosh motored to Bar Har her mother, Mrs.'Jane Hart, 93. Fu- ,
was charmingly entertained by Mrs. bor Saturday.
neral services take place tomorrow j;
Mrs. David McCarty, Mrs. John C. Waldo Lowe, Talbot avenue, with
afternoon at 2 o'clock from the late :.
Chisholm and Mrs. Francis Louraine Mrs. Earl Gregg of Wollaston, Mass., | Mrs. Sidney Winslow of Vinal residence.
’
won honors in bridge at the party and Mrs. Ralph Hagerman of Water haven was in the city Saturday visit
given by Mrs. Louraine Tuesday eve ville, as special guests. Honors were ing relatives.
Miss Adelyn Bushnell and her hus
ning at her home on Water street. , won by Mrs. Lawrence Leach, Miss
band, Marshall Bradford, left Sunday
: Beatrice Barham and Mrs. Herbert
Mr. ana Mrs. W. A. Babcock of for Boston where they are engaged in
Miss Helen McIntosh has opened j Kalloch. A towel shower was given Pasadena, Calif., are at their cot rehearsals for the leading parts in a
i
for
Misses
Neva
and
Charlotte
Dyer
her house at The Highlands for the
new’ production “Phantom Cargo
tage at Glencove.
summer season. Mrs. Azora Clark of who recently suffered loss from fire.
onening Mav 30 at Plymouth Theatre.
Lunch
was
served.
South Thomaston is with her.
Lakewood opens for its 32d conse This play of the high seas was writ
ten by a high official of the United
Mrs. D. E. Ball of Grove street is at cutive theatrical season Saturday States Navy, and is in line for Broad
Rev. and Mrs. Frank Luce and two
evening
June
4.
In
the
cast
will
ap

guests of Dorchester, Mass., are at Knox Hospital for surgical treat pear a newcomer, Lenora Mirocle, way production next fall.
the Luce Homestead, Camden road, ment.
who lately appeared in "The Greeks
Justice Herbert T. Powers who has
for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Dana W. Libbey and Had a Word For It.”
completed his court term here re
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Sawyer of Old
Mrs. Lee Walker and Miss Clara turned to Fort Fairfield yesterday. I
Mrs. Harry W. French of Rankin Town were Sunday guests of Mr. and
Spear gave a bridge luncheon Wed was his first term in Knox County
street was hostess to the Hateto Mrs. Albert D. Libbey, Union lane.
nesday afternoon at Mrs. Walker's and one of the longest and busiest for
quitit Club last evening.
Mrs. Hettie Stanley of Tremont home in Thomaston, with Miss Kath some years. The genial justice made
Bridge fans will attend a party at formerly of Rockport is in Boston to erine Winn as honor guest. Spring hosts of friends here, and figured in
Temple hall tomorrow evening under visit relatives. Her son Randall who flowers formed the motif of general numerous interesting social events
the auspices of the St. John's Day 1 has been in the Deaconess Hospital decorations. The high light of the Whenever Knox County is included
occasion was a miscellaneous shower in his assignment list in the future il
committee. Playing will begin at 8 receiving treatment is with her.
for Miss Winn whose engagement to ’ will be a source of gratification to
and there will be several attractive
prizes. Refreshments will be served.
Miss Lenore Benner was hostess to William T. Flint of Rockland was re those who met him at this term.
the Moonlight Auctioneers for supper cently announced. The guests were
The entertainment given by Miriam
Edwin R. Edwards, motoring to and bridge last evening. Prizewin Mrs. William Gray, Miss Alcada Hall.
Lodge Tuesday night drew
Southwest Harbor Saturday on busi ners were Mrs. Ethel Sukeforth, Miss Mrs. Donald George, Miss Kay Rebekah
ness was accompanied by his daugh Martha Burkett, Mrs. Phyllis Clark Turner and Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton a good sized and appreciative audi
of Thomaston, Mrs. E. Stewart Or ence. The feature was the one-actand Miss Gladys Bowen.
ter Nathalie, and Mary Egan.
beton of West Rockport, Mrs. Russell I play, whose cast embraced Mrs.
F. S. Edwards, proprietor of Hotel Bartlett and Mrs. W. C. Noyes of | Grace Rollins, Mrs. Winnie Horton.
A meeting of the board of the
Rockland. Honors in bridge were Mrs. Emma Harvie, Mrs. Nettie Stew
Maine Federation of Music CWlbs i Edwards, Camden, is seriously ill.
art. Miss Ruth Rogers. Mrs. Lina Car—
won by Miss Winn and Mrs. Gray.
will be held at the home of Mrs. Guy
J roll, Mrs. Alta Dimick and Mrs. Nina
Mrs. H. I. Hix left yesterday for
P. Gannett, Portland at 11 a. m.
At the meeting of the Parent- Davis. It was a sparkling comedv.'
Peoria, Ill., where she will visit her
May 26.
daughter, Mrs. Frederick W. Faber, Teacher Association Monday evening j enjoyed from beginning to end. A
Mrs. Maurice F. Lovejoy went yes until July 1st, at which time on re- these officers were re-elected: Presi radio urogram, announced by Mis
terday to Portland where she will I turning she will be accompanied by dent, Joseph Blaisdell; vice presi Josephine Burns, included orchestral
visit relatives for the remainder of I Mrs. Faber and children for their dent, Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood; secre selections by the Harvie Family,
usual summer visit at Cooper's Beach. tary, Mrs. Ethel Lovejoy; treasurer, readings by Miss Madlene Rogers and
the week.
Herman Hart; auditor. Dr. James Harold Dondis, mandolin duets by
Mrs David Talbot has returned Kent. A pleasing music program | Miss Doris Hyler and Dorothy Dim
Miss Gladys Blethen entertained
from Portland where she has been was given, featuring selections by the ick. with Mrs. Dimick at the piano.
at sewing Tuesday evening.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Talbot. Junior High Orchestra, Miss Eliza The last circle supper of the season
beth Hagar, director; and by the was served under the direction of Mrs.
Mr, and Mrs. Frank J. Hunter mo
tored to Weeks Mills Sunday and on • Frank Clark is having his annual ! Senior High Girls’ Glee Club, Mrs. Annie Aylward. At the next meet
their return were accompanied by vacation from the Western Union Esther Rogers, directing, and Mrs. ing, Tuesday, June 7, there will be
their daughter, Mrs. William Gray, offlce and with Mrs. Clark is at Bid Charlotte Jackson at the piano. degree work.
Ruth Dondis of Senior High also
and son William, who are here for deford Pool.
Miss Beulah Handy who has been
played piano solos. The speaker was
the week.
Miss Madlene Rogers entertained Justice Herbert T. Powers whose ad supervisor of the second floor at Knox
Mrs. Raymond C. Perry was host thc SG.E. Club at luncheon and dress was based on comparison of Hospital for some time has resigned
ess to the Contract Club Monday bridge Monday evening at her home the educational system of his boy ; completing her duties last Saturday
The color hood days with the present time. Her position has been filled by Miss
evening at her home on Summer on Amesbury street.
scheme of green and yellow was car Judge Powers stressed the point that Inez Dean, a graduate of Knox, and
street.
ried out effectively in the dining home discipline had relaxed in re a very efficient young woman.
The final party in the series of room, the centerpiece being a bou cent years, many parents leaving the
The Democrats have more regis
bridges conducted by Ruth Mayhew quet of yellow pansies. There were school to superintend both discipline
Tent,- took place Tuesday evening at two tables of bridge, prize winners and health. The menace of com tered votes than ever before, but this
Grand Army hall, with Mrs. Fred being Mrs. Lawrence Leach, Miss Eva munism was touched upon, with a does not mean victory. All it guair
Achorn carrying off capital prize. Rogers and Miss Constance Joy. plea made to the schools particular antees them is a bigger quarrel.—San
Her award was a 32-piece breakfast Miss Beatrice Barham, whose mar ly to hold patriotism and loyalty to Diego Union.
riage to Clifton Cross takes place in country before the children con
set.
the near future, was t ndered a towel stantly.
Makers of platforms, a news note
! informs us, will soon begin to get
Mrs. Howard Hall motored to show’er, the gifts being presented in
Inquire about our iow-priced burn busy. As usual, we suppose, they'll
Farmington Monday accompanied a large May basket. Other guests
by her daughter. Miss Estelle Hall, were Mrs. Walter Joy, Mrs. Walter ers. As low as $25.50. Just the thing j look over the old chestnut stock beMiss Mary Small and Miss Dorothy Kimball, Mrs. Minnie Rogers, Mrs. for your cottage. A. C. McLoon & i fore they decide finally on the mafor
the planks.—Eostor. I
Starrett of Thomaston, who had Sherwood Williams and Miss Ruth 1 Co. New and permanent location 1 terial
1 Bicknell Block. Tel. 730.—adv.
Herald.
been home from Farmington Normal Rogers.
School for the weekend.

Raychel Emerson, dramatic so
prano, and her mother, Mrs. Edwin
Emerson, have opened their home in
Warren for the summer.

Mrs. Walter H. Spear went to Bos
ton Tuesday for a short stay.
Mrs. George L. St. Clair enter- j
tained at picnic supper and contract .
Tuesday evening at her cottage at ! j
Crescent Beach.

J. M. Grant of Gardner, Mass., is ■
the guest of Dr. and Mrs. William i
Ellingwood for a few days.
Mrs. Earl Gregg of Wollaston, |
Mass., is the guest of Miss Charlotte
Dyer.

Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Stone had as ;
guests Monday Mrs. Edward Byron, j
Mrs. K. L. Sanborn and Mrs. G. C.
Welch of Augusta.

Bruce Reed of University of Maine
spent the weekend with his sister,
Miss Carolyn Reed, at the home of
Mrs. Mary Littlehale, Union street.
Theodore Bird and Emery Trafton
have returned to Northeastern Uni
versity, after Che five-week period.

From Bath Times, May 13

Wilber Cahill Sells
Stock To Senter’s, lnc.

of Bath

One of the outstanding lines of Knit Suits . . . forced to
liquidate their entire stock.

Here they are at ridiculous

prices.

This year's regular price would be $2.98

Sizes 14 to 20

SWEATERS
(Also from Covner) Misses’ and Ladies’

39c

Pastel Shades

Regular $1.00 and $1.93

We are getting a part of this stock for our

Store Establi shed in 1915 by
Mr. Cahill WiU Close
as He Retires
Wilber G. Cahill has sold his stock
at 14 Center street to Wilbur F. Sen
ter oi Brunswick and it will be dis
posed of through Senter’s Inc., in
Bath.
Mr. Cahill opened his store in De
cember, 1915, specializing in hosiery,
underwear and infants' goods. His
s'.ore has aways been a popular estab
lishment with the women for the stock
has always been kept fresh, clean and
up to date.
The sale was consummated Friday
morning and curtains were imme
diately drawn for stock taking.

500 More New

Rockland customers

Si7& Scarfs

ON SALE

Chiffon Hosiery
Lace Top

at a new low Anniversary Price

Chalk Finish

SATURDAY A. M.
MANY LOTS AT 25 cts ON THE $ 1.00
Hosiery, Underwear, Gloves, Childrens’ Wear,
They may be checked . . . they may
be flowered . . . they may be plaid.
They may be knotted or bowed or
looped and tossed over the shoulder.
Whatever the pattern . . . however
you wear them, they're SMART!
And imagine them at 39c!

Housedresses, Sweaters, Knit Suits-etc.
Not On Sale Till Sat. A. M.

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hagerman
(Nellie Lawrence) of Waterville are
in the city for a few days.

French Heel
300 Needles
Reinforced
Heel and Toe
31 in. Long

We are still selling

Extra Size, No-Mend

$1.00

This Is Where Your

Memorial Wreaths and

Furs Are Stored
if you leave them with us!

Sprays

Reuben Carver of Vinalhaven was j
guest over the weekend of Mr. and
Mrs. Ibrook Cross.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Shea and
niece, Miss Marjorie Helen Thomp
son, who spent the winter at Con
gress Square Hotel, Portland, are
pleasantly domiciled for the summer
at their estate, Femdale-on-theNorth Shore. Mr. and Mrs. Shea who
for many years, when not traveling,
spent the winter at the Robert Ful
ton Hotel in New York, have re
mained in Maine for the past two
years and' have found Portland a de
lightful winter resort. Mr. Shea, one
of the country's well-known actors,
retired four years ago, shortly after
his engagement in London, where
for eight months he played in the
Queen's Theatre, Shaftsbury avenue,
with an American company in “The
Trial of Mary Dugan,” playing the
role of the judge. Miss Genevieve
Tobin, now a moving picture star,
played the title role, and the com
pany was requested to give a Royal
Performance for King George and
Queen Mary, other members of the
Itoyal Familv seeing the show on
several occasions.
i ■

Another Lot From Liquidating
Stock of B. J. Conner Co.

Regular $16.50 Suits
Regular $10.50 Suits

Stock of Wilber Cahill Store

The BPW Club has its weekly
bridge party at the rooms this eve
ning.

Mias Ellen J. Cochran had as |
guests Sunday Mrs. Harvey McIntire,
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Ledein, Miss
Edna Ledein and Miss Rebecca Bow
den of Bluehill.

KNITTED SUITS

and with the above we are going to let you have the famous
“Smart Sport . . . No Sag . . . No Stretch.” Their newest
numbers—received this week.

Mrs. C. M. Blake is in Boston for
the week.

Mrs. Perley Damon entertained
the Tuesday Club for luncheon and
bridge at the Trim cottage at Mirror
Lake.
•
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Live
Potted Plants

The largest showing we have ever had.

GERANIUMS

Made of quality material, genuine mag

ARGERATUMS

nolia leaves and sturdy wax flowers that

in earthen pots

will last for months, each packed in indi

vidual box.

Mail orders filled.

Hardy Plants, Blooming or Ready to Bloom

Come

Only—

early this year and get the best selection.

WREATHS
10 Flower,
10” Oak Special,
1 2” Oak Special,
1 4” Oak Special,

SPRAYS
.79
1.50
1.69
2.98

7 Flower,

, 10 Flower,
12 Flower,

BASKETS
Small Size,
Large Size,
Pillows,
Crosses,

Fireproof . . . Temperature kept at 38 degrees

.69
1.50
2.50
1.50

Many people are leaving their better cloth coats, too. You can
place your own valuation and the charge is only 3%.
A low valuation is better than leaving them at home, as heat dries
the skins and spoils the lustre

SENTER CRANE COMPANY,

None delivered at this low price

»
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British and Tory Marauders

MAN ALIVE!!

Recalling Some of Their Activities On the Penob

scot-Recorded By Judge E. K. Gould
FOREWORD.

In the preparation of my forthcoming book “Revolu
tionary Soldiers and Sailors of Knox County, Maine,
and Their Descendants,” which contains the biographies
of over six hundred Revolutionary Veterans, much
material on Revolutionary events has come into my
hands that cannot be worked into a life sketch of
individuals.
'l'his historical data is too valuable to be overlooked
and I give much of it to the public in the following
articles which are prepared or are being prepared for
publication, viz:
“Storming the Heights, Maine’s Embattled Farmers
at Castine in thc Revolution,” “British and Tory Marauders on the
Penobscot," “The Revolution’s Aftermath.”
I trust the incidents related in this article will find favor with the
history loving public whose ranks are daily growing.
Edward K. Gould

The Greatest Merchandising Event Ever Conceived Is Now Being Offered At
RUBENSTEIN’S. Ends Saturday, May 21. There Are Still Many Good Values
Left. Come And See For Yourself.
Featuring

Leopold-Morse Clothing

2 Pant Suits, regular $22.50; now . $18.50

TOP COATS, $22.50; now.. .. .. .. .. . $16.50

2 Pant Suits, regular 24.50; now. 19.50

MEN’S FANCY HOSE, reg 25c; now

.10

2 Pant Suits, regular 27.50; now . 21.50
2 Pant Suits, regular 30.00; row . 23.50
2 Pant Suits, regular 32.50; now . 25.50

STETSON HATS, reg. $7; now ...

4.95

MEN’S $1.00 TIES; now.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 65
MEN’S DRESS SHOES, reg. 3.50;
now.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

2 Pant Suits, regular 35.00; now . 27.50

[THIRD INSTALLMENT]

’Fo draw the line more distinctly between friends and foes. General
Wadsworth, who was thc American officer in command in this section,
had issued a proclamation strictly prohibiting all intercourse with the
cncmv. But illicit traffic and predatory incursions being continued, in
one of which Capt. Soule of Waldoboro was murdered, his wife wounded
and house plundered, another proclamation was issued threatening death
upon anv one convicted of aiding or secreting the enemy. Subsequently
to this, Jeremiah Brawn of Damariscotta was taken up, charged with
piloting a partv of British through the back country for the purpose of
pillaging. He was tried by Court Martial at General Wadsworth’s head- j
quarters in 1 homaston, condemned and sentenced to be hung. On
August 25th, 1780, he was hung on a gallows on Limestone Hill in that
town. Another offender, Nathaniel Palmer, was also condemned, but
made bis escape from the barn in which he was confined at General Wads- j

Straw Hats At Opening Of
Season
$5.00 HATS at.. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $3.95
$3.00 HATS at.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2.45
$2.00 HATS at.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1.45

2.45

Other Big Reductions On All Merchandise

S. RUBENSTEIN

63 Park Street

THOMASTON

And Other Standard Makes

ELBRIDGE STONE ACQUITTED
(Continued from Page One)

Rockland, Maine

N. Y„ cruel and abusive treatment cruel and abusive treatment. Roberts
“WEATHER MAN'S” TERMS
William H. Robinson for libellant.
for libellant.
Read Them And You Can Follow
Ruth Bourdonnay from Louis BourLottie Nason of Owl's Head from
Daily Forecasts With Better Un
donnay of Camden, cruel and abusive ] John Nason of Owl's Head, extreme
derstanding
treatment. Montgomery for libellant. cruelty. Tirrcll for libellant.
Each word in the daily forecasts is
Claude E. Wiley of St. George from
Mary J. Winslow of Rockland from a .terse and definite description of a
Jessie M. Wiley of Portland, deser- Charles M. Winslow of Rockland, constantly recurring weather condition. Payson for libellant.
cruel and abusive treatment. Cus- tion- Although many of these terms,
as "warmer,” "colder," “light
Benjamin F. Fry from Genevieve A tody of Margaret Mary Winslow, j ^.. and ..fog „ can have but one
Fry of Thomaston, cruel and abusive minor child, granted to Mary J. meaning, others apparently convey
treatment. Smalley for libellant.
Winslow until further order of Court, different ideas to different people.
Lucy E. Peabody of Warren from ! Libellant to pay to libellee $4 a week To clear up this confusion, E. B. Cal-

tion; and (5) “threatening"—overcast
sky, with dark lowering clouds, but
precipitation unlikely.
Rainfall at infrequent intervals
and r.ot prolonged is announced as
“cccasoral rain;” intermittent rain
fall of comparatively short duration
as a "shower."
The weather man uses the term
-Snow" to denote snowfall of rela
tively long duration, "occasional
snow” for snowfall at infrequent in
tervals. and "snow flurries" for very
light, intermittent snowfall.

| handed justice,” replied Judge Powers, J
"you know more than any man on'
the bench.'
Benner told the Court that he had
eluded.
left the State on the eve of the grand
"The evidence is not sufficient to jUry SCSSiOn, because he had been told
justify a verdict that the respondent (ba^ be would be left "holding the
is guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. bag” and Would get more than Lerworth’s headquarters.
said Justice Powers. "The Stat" monb. His downfall he attributed
I he capture of Colonel Wheaton’s vessel by a “shaving mill while
proves that there was some feeling on t0 “drinking and running around."
Frank L. Peabody of Warren, cruel for support of minor child. Tirrell what the forccaster means when he
the Colonel was on hoard, and her gallant recapture by a detachment of
the part of the respondent toward the
"if you are caught again it will cer- and abusive treatment. Smalley for for libellant.
j makes his announcements for the (
Militia from New Harbor, has already been narrated in my “Colonel
family, but he and the Davis boy are tainly mean penitentiary for you,' libellant.
Lona M. Whitmore of Camden Press and the radio.
Mason Wheaton, Revolutionary Officer and Captain of Industry,” and
Olevia B. Campbell of Owl's Head | from Walter L. Whitmore of Camden, |
“V 'I
not closely enough connected in the warned Judge Powers.
signifies not only no rain, snow, or
need not to be repeated here.
evidence to warrant a verdict of
John Koskinen. convicted of assault from Frank L. Campbell of Brooklyn, intoxication. Custody of Helen and sleet ahead, but a sky practically free
'l'his fame vessel was employed in carrying lime from the St. Georges guUty
officers of the State have
upon Eino Aho of Warren with a desertion. Custody of Russell J. and Barbara, minor children, granted to from clouds, while “fair,” also
have been using Dr. True’s Elixir
River to Boston and was commanded bv Capt. Jordan. Sometime after!
done their full duty."
dangerous weapon and intent to kill William P. minor children granted to Lona M. Whitmore until further promising no precipitation, does not in my family for seventeen years with
thc incident related above, she dropped down the St. Georges to Maple
,
exclude
some
clouds
from
the
sky.
Three men who had been convicted was sentenced to three to six years in r Olevia B. Campbell until further order of Court, the father to have the
truly remarkable
The term "generally fair" weather, he
Juice Cove, and there lay loaded with lime, waiting for an opportunity to during the term were arraigned for State Prison at hard labor, the sug- f order of Court. Libellant to recover
success with my
right to see the children at reason j says, is employed in connection with
five children ...
sail for Boston. While lying there, the Captain and crew being at their sentence yesterday forenoon.
gestion being made that the sentence 1 against the libellee the sum of $50 able times. Libellant to recover $5 j forecasts for relatively large areas,
I think it is a won
homes. Waldo Dicke of Warren, who had previously commanded her, and
Ernest Lermond. who said that he later be commuted if it is found that each month for support of minoi weekly for the support of minor chil- and whi'e there may be some cloudiderful laxative and
ness and possibly light precipitation
who had become a notorious Tory, assisted by some other Tories or was assistant manager of a Boston
worm expeller, and
he can be deported, this because cf children. Wilbur for libellant. dren.
Perry
for
libel
ant.
oren. rerry ior noeiiant.
, m scattered places, clear to partly
also of great assist
refugees, came in the night, took the vessel, and departed with it fo. lunch, and who had pleaded guilty
congestion in the prison.
Gladys McIntyre of Rockland from
....
i cioucjy skies will prevail over most
ance in helping to
Castine. Although a party started immediately in pursuit, Dicke by his of passing a forged check, was sen
3 resist a cold, aa it
Everett McIntyre of Rockland. cruel’ The Port Clyde manslaughter case \ of the area.
superior knowledge of the coast, was enabled to get the vessel concealed in tenced to three months in Knox
seems to help In
of $800. acFrom "partly cloudy," indicating
Jerome C. Burrows, who was ap and abusive treatment. Tirrell fo" cost the county upward
crease one’s appetite.” Mrs. A. G.
__ 1 no precipitation
but some cloudiness
some secluded cove and thus escape discovery, and, when the pursuit was County Jail. He had been confined
cording
to
the
estimate.
The
total
---pointed as counsel for Koskinen at libellant.
the forecaster has intermediate terms Weldon, 25 Leighton St., Medford.
over, succeeded in reaching the British port. There it is said that his there since Feb. 20. and the sentence
cost of the May term was $4239. of to "rain," a warning of precipitation
the trial, admitted that the prisoner
account of the exploit was not very graciously received by the Britishwas
________
_______________________
which jurors received about $3000.
for a comparatively long portion of
made to
read as of March 1st had served a prison sentence 20 years
Gladys M Gagne of Rockland from
commander. General Campbell, and Colonel Wheaton was informed that
extenuation he said that
____________
; the period to which the forecast apago for a similar offense, but denied Amede Gagne of Biddeford, adultery
Laxative Worm Expeller
he could have his vessel at a very moderate ransom; but both principle ano jle bad bccn (jrinking an(j was out of
FORREST MORRIS GRATEFUL ! plies. These intervening terms are
that he had any connection with the Libellant is permitted to resume her
I (1) "increasing cloudiness"
feeling were with him too strong to allow him to treat in any way with worj.
*s a pur® herb medicine . . . mild and
first clear or partly cloudy, becoming pleasant to take ... a safe aid to
Reds, as had been charged. "There maiden name, Gladys Gross. Smal
A Port Clyde correspondent writes ,| overpast
skv at first
flrst nearly
the enemy.
.
j "The sentence is a mild one,” said I
nu uuuul Ilv ^lu> Ulol llc „„u
overcast, „
orr a„ sky
was no doubt," he said, “that he had ley for libellant.
good health.
that
Forrest
Morris
is
very
grateful
,
overcast
with
thin,
high
clouds, foi
Since the taking of Wheaton s sloop, not a single vessel remained sailing j jUdge Powers, “but there is no record; b„cn harassed and tormented into
Signs of Worms are: Constipation,
from Georges River. Sailors living in this vicinity were consequently agajnst the young man...
|
Warrell
!
lowed
by
intermediate
and
low
Clyde Francis Orcutt iiom Annfo i “to the many friends who have stood
j clouds; (2) “mostly cloudy"—a sky deranged stomach, swollen upper
Elizabeth
Orcutt
of
Vinalhaven,
cruel
1
by
him
when
he
was
dragged
into
driven toother means of support, or to ship in other places.
.
Edward E. Benner of Thomaston
At the court's request Koskinen
. . , i .. —
i overcast with occasional breaks of tip, offensive breath, hard and full
Roberts for the Davis case, especiallythose
at ( relatively long duration; (3) "cloudy” stomach with pains, pale face, etc.
While the war continued, parties occasionally landed from privateers j wbo bad pieatjecj guiity in connection toid his own story of the Warren affair and abusivetreatment.
Tenant's Harbor where Mr. Morris t —an overcast sky, with no precipilaSuccessfully used for 8t years.
at various points along the coast of the Penobscot for provisions, money or wjtb tbe same worthless check, the which revealed the sordid details of libellant.
BeulahM. Vinal fromWilliam L., was hornandwhere everyonespeaks tioni <4>
“unsettled"—much cloudiother plunder. Such a marauding party destroyed the salt works of Mr. j amount Of
which was $27.50. was , a drunken fight. He declared that he
ni hi™
„<■ *_
. ness, but
very little or no precipltaHeard of Ash Point. South Thomaston. On another occasion a maraud sentenced to eight months in Knox bscd nc knife, but that the cuts were Vinal of Rcckland, adultery. Custody | °* him in the best of terms and is
ing partv entered his house; inquired where the men were; would not County Jail. County Attorney Otis inflicted with a broken bottle which of Wallace W„ WiUiam L. Jr., Melvin pleased to know he had no connec
believe the answer; said they must be hidden, or had fled w ith the money; said that Benner had temporarily de- he had in his hand. Thc crime of 20 A.. Adelbert M. and Melvenia, minor tion with the crime.”
threatened the women; and set fire to the house. But obtaining no faulted his ball, and had a court rtc- years ago for which he served four children, is granted to Beulah M.
IS WORTH THE TRIP
information or seeing no prospect of plunder, they finally put out the lire ord of considerable length, including ycars, was committed by his father Vinal, father to have thc right to sec
and departed.
President Hoover will be invited
a term in the Men's Reformatory at he testified, saying that he took the the children at reasonable times.
South Windham.
j blame in order that his parent might Libellant to recover $10 weekly for to participate in the dedication of the
support of minor children, first pay- Cadillac mountain road in Acadia
Urging a mild sentence E. W. Pike. I go free.
ST. GEORGE
ment to be made May 21, 1932. Perry Park on July 23. Other public
counsel for Benner, referred to the
....
for libellant.
I figures to be invited include Secretary
one
which
had
been
awarded
to
LcrTwenty-One
Divorces
Captain Samuel Watts of St. George, being engaged in lumber arid
Lillian W. Thorndike of Camden I
Interior Ray Lyman Wilbur.
Margaret F. Mulligan of Rockland
tbe West India trade, brought back the returns of his cargoes in specie, mond,
...
, „
the officers of the National Park serv“
If
you
know
how
to
mete
out
even(
from
John
F.
Mulligan
of
Elmhurst,
from
Larkin
W.
Thorndike
of
Hope
ice
and
members of tbe jjajne ^elewhich be kept in bis house in bags. A “shaving mill” anchored near his
cruel
and
abusive
treatment.
Mont1
gation
in
Congress, The road was
house one evening. The children were in bed but Watts and his wife
completed last fall.
gomery for libellant.
were about the bouse when the marauders entered and proceeded to
Ruby Almeda Calder from Earl
ransack thc premises, taking everything of value, including bedding except
Leroy Calder of Vinalhaven cruel and
thc one on which the children lay sleeping. As they began to cry on awak
abusive treatment. Roberts for libel
ening, the commander ordered his men to desist. He then demanded
lant.
money, but none being produced or acknowledged in possession, he ordered
Lula M. Rhodes of Camden from
his men to take Watts on board the “shaving mill” as a prisoner. The
William O Rhodes of Camden, for
first man who laid his hand on Captain Watts was knocked into the fire
the cause of desertion. Crawford for
place by his vigorous fist. He was finally overcome and taken to Castine,
libellant.
where after four weeks confinement he was released on parole or exchange
Geneva M. Boyce of Rockland from
of prisoner.
Lawrence R. Boyce of Rockland, ex
Such predatory attempts were now so common that most persons who
treme cruelty. Smalley for libellant.
were fortunate enough to have silver money, spoons, spare linen or other
Vesper E. Grover of Rockland from
treasures, kept them concealed in the woods, swamps, hay-mows, or other I
Minnie B. Grover of Hanson, Mass.,
hiding places.
adultery. Custody of Barbara Eliza
[TO BE CONTINUED]
beth Grover, minor child, granted to
Vesper E. Grover until further order
HE mechanism is your most im
of Court. Tirrell for libellant.
portant consideration in the
• • ♦ •
_____________
gtone was "absolutely cirrllnic,antial..
cumst&ntial,' Mr. Robinson con-

►♦♦♦For Child’s Health
and Happiness

Dr.Trues Elixir

INVESTIGATE THE G-E

4-YEAR

SERVICE PLAN

Before You Buy Your Refrigerator

IXTftA WfAl
WHERE THE WEAR COMM

♦

_ ©

© ©

SHOE
REPAIRING
SAVE

Take Advantage of these new
Low Prices

PURCHASE
Pion your refinishing now with Jop-A'Loc 4-Hour Enamel, Glidden

Men’s Half Soles

♦

EXTRA WEAR
WHERE THE WEAR COWIE

$1.00

Varnishes, Speed-Wall (a semi-gloss wall paint that dries in 4 hours),

Men’s Rubber Heels

.40

linoleum lacq (protects and preserves lino

Ladies’ Half Soles

.85

ond preserves your screens. • Buy now ...

Ladies’ Rubber Heels

.40

get a FREE S PINT WITH A QUART, a FREE

Ladies’ Leather Lifts,

.30

leum,, Screen Enamel (black, which rust-prools

QUART WITH A GALION. These labels

491 Main St.
D. H. FULLER, Prop

Mail Orders Solicited

E. G. WILLIAMSON, Mgr.
43-45

Free Trip to Europe ...
Free Trip to Alaska, or cash.

Sot

your

dealer.

con be used to enter *2000 Prize Contest.

THE GLIDDEN

Rockland Shoe Repair

Ask about the ’2000
Prize Contest

COMPANY

R. W. Buzzell Vinalhaven Fuel Co W. H. Thurston
Rockport, Me.
Vinalhaven, Me.
McKinley, Me.
W. S. Hopkins
W. A. Bessey
S. C. Webster
North Haven, Me.
Union, Me.
W. Tremont, Me.
F. W. Sherman Co. Eaton Taylor Co. F. D. Jones & Son
Bar Harbor, Me. Little Deer Isle, Me.
Belfast, Me.

Gladys M. Moon of Rockland from
Allen B. Moon of Bristol, non-sup
port. Custody of Ellison B., Alice
M. and Walter W. minor children w
granted to Gladys M. Moon until
further order of Court. Campbell for
libellant.
Goldie Card of Rockland from Rus
sell W. Card of Ellsworth, extreme
cruelty. Custody of Dorothy Agnes,
minor child is granted to Goldie Card
until further order of Court. Libel
lant to recover $3 as week for the
support of said minor child until fur
ther order of the Court. Miles for
libellant.
E. Madeline Miller of Rockland
from Lloyd L. Miller of Cushing, cruel
and abusive treatment. Custody of
Madeline May. age 3 years, Lloyd, Jr.,
age one year, minor children, is
granted to E. Madeline Miller until
further order of Court. Lloyd L.
Miller to pay to E. Madeline Miller $5
a week for the support of said minor
children, until further order of Court.
Tirrell for libellant.
_______
Alfred H. Orcutt of Vinalhaven
from Hattie Orcutt of Swan's Island.

T

selection of a refrigerator.
General Electric’s 4-Year Service
Plan protects every new buyer
against any failure of the famous
Monitor Top mechanism for four
full years!
Buy on the

BUDGET PLAN
Small Down Payment
Balance Monthly

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

ALL-STEEL REFRIGERATOR

What lively suds!
ND washboard scrubbing forever.
Rinso soaks out dirt — gets clothes
Cup for cup, Rinso gives
twice as much suds as puffed-up soaps—

E
whiter, safely.

even in hardest
water. Rich,

lasting suds.
Great for dish
es. Get the
BIG package.

CENT
POWE

AINE
MPAHY

G. A. LAWRENCE CO.
492 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

J. C. CREIGHTON CO.
MILLIONS USE RINSO
fab, washer ond dishpan

TELEPHONE 15-2

UNION, ME.

